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DEFENDANT QUORN FOODS, INC.’S NOTICE OF REMOVAL OF CLASS ACTION

LEWIS
BRISBOIS
BISGAARD
&SMITH LLP
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

LEWIS BRISBOIS BISGAARD & SMITH LLP
DANA ALDEN FOX, SB# 119761

E-Mail: Dana.Fox@lewisbrisbois.com
ERIC Y. KIZIRIAN, SB# 210584

E-Mail: Eric.Kizirian@lewisbrisbois.com
MICHAEL K. GRIMALDI, SB# 280939

E-Mail: Michael.Grimaldi@lewisbrisbois.com
DYANNE J. CHO, SB# 306190

E-Mail: Dyanne.Cho@lewisbrisbois.com
633 West 5th Street, Suite 4000
Los Angeles, California 90071
Telephone: 213.250.1800
Facsimile: 213.250.7900

Attorneys for Defendant QUORN FOODS,
INC.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA, WESTERN DIVISION

KIMBERLY BIRBROWER, an individual,

Plaintiff,

vs.

QUORN FOODS, INC., a Delaware
Corporation and DOES 1 through 100,
inclusive,

Defendant.

CASE NO.

Los Angeles Sup. Ct. No. BC608107

DEFENDANT QUORN FOODS, INC.’S
NOTICE OF REMOVAL OF CLASS
ACTION
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PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendant Quorn Foods, Inc. (“Quorn”), through

its undersigned counsel, hereby removes the above-captioned action from the

Superior Court of the State of California, for the County of Los Angeles, to the

United States District Court for the Central District of California, Western Division,

under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1332, 1441, 1446, 1453. In support of this Notice of Removal,

Quorn states:

1. On or about January 22, 2016, plaintiff Kimberly Birbrower

(“Plaintiff”) commenced this putative class action against Quorn by filing a Class

Action Complaint (“Complaint”) in the Superior Court of the State of California, for

the County of Los Angeles, bearing case number BC608107. The Complaint asserts

four causes of action for (1) violations of California’s Consumers Legal Remedies

Act (“CLRA”) (Cal. Civ. Code § 1750 et seq.); (2) violations of California’s Unfair

Business Practices Act (“UCL”) (Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17200 et seq.); (3)

violations of California’s False Advertising Law (“FAL”) (Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §

17500 et seq.); and (4) fraud/fraudulent concealment.

2. The U.S. Supreme Court recently affirmed that a defendant needs only

to plausibly allege the requirements for federal jurisdiction to remove. That is, a

defendant only needs to file in the federal forum a notice of removal “containing a

short and plain statement of the grounds for removal”; no evidentiary submissions

need to be submitted. Dart Cherokee Basin Operating Co. v. Owens, 135 S. Ct.

547, 553 (2014) (citing 28 U. S. C. §1446(a)).

3. As more fully set out below, this case is properly removed to this Court

under 28 U.S.C. § 1441 and 1446 because Quorn has satisfied the venue and

procedural requirements for removal, and because this Court has subject matter

jurisdiction over this action under 28 U.S.C. § 1332.

I. THE REQUIREMENTS OF 28 U.S.C. §§ 1441 AND 1446 ARE MET.

4. Timeliness. A notice of removal may be filed within 30 days after the

defendant receives a copy of the initial pleading, motion, or other papers from which
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it may be ascertained that the case is removable. 28 U.S.C. § 1446(b). Counsel for

Plaintiff mailed a copy of the Complaint to Quorn’s undersigned counsel on January

27, 2016. The Complaint was received on January 29, 2016 and deemed served

upon the undersigned’s signing of the acknowledgement of receipt, which is dated

February 2, 2016. Therefore, Quorn received a copy of the document from which it

was ascertained that the case is removable, at the earliest, on February 2, 2016.

Thus, this Notice of Removal is timely filed under 28 U.S.C. § 1446(b).

5. Removal to Proper Court. The Superior Court of the State of

California, for the County of Los Angeles, is located in the Central District of

California, Western Division. 28 U.S.C. § 84(c). This Court is part of the district

and division in which the action was filed – Los Angeles County, California. Thus,

venue is proper because this is the “district and division embracing the place where

such action is pending.” 28 U.S.C. § 1441(a); see also 28 U.S.C. § 1446(a).

6. Procedural Requirements. Section 1446(a) requires a removing party

to provide this Court a copy of all “process, pleadings, and orders” served on it in

the state court action. A true and correct copy of the Complaint and all papers

served with the Complaint is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. As required by 28 U.S.C.

§ 1446(d), Quorn will file an appropriate notice in the state court action and will

serve on all counsel of record a true and correct copy of this Notice of Removal.

7. No previous application has been made for the relief requested herein.

II. REMOVAL IS PROPER BECAUSE THIS COURT HAS JURISDICTION UNDER 28

U.S.C. §§ 1332 AND 1441.

8. This case is subject to removal under the Class Action Fairness Act of

2005. Pub. L. No. 109-2, 119 Stat. 4 (codified in various sections of 28 U.S.C.)

(“CAFA”).

9. As set forth below, this is a putative class action in which (1) there are

100 or more members in Plaintiff’s proposed class; (2) at least some members of the

proposed class have a different citizenship from Quorn; and (3) the aggregate
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amount in controversy exceeds $5 million. Thus, this Court has subject matter

jurisdiction over this action under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1332(d) and 1453(b).

A. Diversity of Citizenship.

10. At least one member of the proposed class is a citizen of a state

different from Quorn. 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(2)(A).

11. A corporation like Quorn is a citizen of the state where it is

incorporated and where it has its principal place of business. 28 U.S.C. §

1332(c)(1). Here, Quorn is incorporated under the laws of the State of Delaware.

(Comp. ¶ 5.)

12. Plaintiff brings this suit on behalf of a putative California class.

(Comp. ¶ 18.) Plaintiff claims she “is a resident and citizen of the County of Los

Angeles County, State of California.” (Comp. ¶ 4.)

13. The diversity of citizenship between Plaintiff (California) and Quorn

(Delaware) satisfies the minimal-diversity requirement of CAFA, which requires

only that the citizenship of “any member of a class” be diverse from “any

defendant.” 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(2)(A). Because the named plaintiff is a California

resident, and Quorn is a citizen of Delaware, the minimal-diversity requirement

under CAFA is met.

B. Class Action Consisting of More Than 100 Members.

14. Plaintiff purports to represent “all California citizens who purchased

Quorn products within the state of California in the four years preceding the filing of

[the] Complaint.” (Comp. ¶ 8.)

15. Plaintiff asserts that “there are in excess of 50,000 members of the

Class” who have purchased Quorn products in California. (Comp. ¶ 23.) Thus,

there are at least 50,000 putative class members who purchased Quorn products in

California since 2012.
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16. Based on these allegations, the aggregate number of class members in

Plaintiff’s proposed class is far greater than 100 for purposes of 28 U.S.C. §

1332(d)(5)(B).

C. The Amount-in-Controversy Requirement Is Satisfied.

17. The aggregate amount-in-controversy, exclusive of interests and costs,

exceeds the $5,000,000 jurisdictional minimum under CAFA. 28 U.S.C. §§

1332(d)(2), 1332(d)(6). Quorn disputes that the proposed class could ever be

certified or that Quorn is liable for any of the claims Plaintiff asserts in the

Complaint. And while Plaintiff does not plead a specific amount of damages, for

the reasons set forth below, the aggregate amount-in-controversy here easily

exceeds $5,000,000. Dart Cherokee Basin Operating Co. v. Owens, 135 S. Ct. 547,

551 (“When the plaintiff’s complaint does not state the amount in controversy, the

defendant’s notice of removal may do so.”) (citing 28 U.S.C. §1446(c)(2)(A)).

18. Quorn products are widely available for purchase in California at most

retailers, including Whole Foods Market, Kroger, Walmart, Target, and Albertsons.1

19. Plaintiff seeks, in relevant part, the following relief on behalf of the

putative classes:

• “For actual damages in an amount to be determined at trial but not

less than one thousand dollars ($1000.00) per Class member as

provided by Civil Code § 1780(a)(1)” (Comp. ¶ 38; Comp., Prayer

for Relief for First Cause of Action ¶ 3);

• “For injunctive relief including, but not limited to, an order: (a)

Requiring Defendants to immediately remove from all packages of

Quorn products sold in California any statements suggesting that the

product is the same or similar to a mushroom, truffle or morel. This

1 See “Frequently Asked Questions,” http://www.quorn.us/faqs/.
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includes deleting the following statement: ‘[T]here are believed to

be over 600,000 varieties of fungi in the world, many of which are

among the most sought after varieties of mushroom, truffles, and

morels.’ (b) Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the

front of its product packaging in bold print and large font that

‘THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS MOLD’ in order to cure the false

advertising Defendants have been disseminating for years. (c)

Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the back of its

product packaging in California, and on the homepage of its website

the following statement: ‘THE “MYCOPROTEIN”

INGREDIENT IN QUORN PRODUCTS IS FERMENTED

SOIL MOLD; IT IS NOT A MUSHROOM, TRUFFLE OR

MOREL.’” (Comp. ¶¶ 39, 49, 57, 69; Comp., Prayer for Relief for

First Cause of Action ¶ 2; Comp., Prayer for Relief for Second

Cause of Action ¶ 2; Comp., Prayer for Relief for Third Cause of

Action ¶ 2; Comp., Prayer for Relief for Fourth Cause of Action ¶

2);

• For “restitution of all sums wrongfully obtained by Defendants [as a

result of their violations of the CLRA, UCL, and FAL], including,

but not limited to, the difference between what the market value of

Quorn products would have been had Defendants prominently

disclosed the product contained mold and the sales price paid by

Plaintiff and the Class” (Comp. ¶¶ 40, 50, 58; Comp., Prayer for

Relief for First Cause of Action ¶ 4; Comp., Prayer for Relief for

Second Cause of Action ¶ 3; Comp., Prayer for Relief for Third

Cause of Action ¶ 3; Comp., Prayer for Relief for Fourth Cause of

Action ¶ 3);
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• For punitive damages “in an amount sufficient to deter such

violations of the [CLRA and such wrongful conduct] in the future”

(Comp. ¶¶ 41, 68; Prayer for Relief for First Cause of Action ¶ 5;

Comp., Prayer for Relief for Fourth Cause of Action ¶ 5);

• For an award of attorney’s fees, costs, and expenses (Comp., Prayer

for Relief for First Cause of Action ¶ 6; Comp., Prayer for Relief for

Second Cause of Action ¶ 5; Comp., Prayer for Relief for Third

Cause of Action ¶ 5; Comp., Prayer for Relief for Fourth Cause of

Action ¶ 8);

• “For prejudgment and post judgment interest to the extent permitted

by law” (Comp., Prayer for Relief for Second Cause of Action ¶ 4;

Comp., Prayer for Relief for Third Cause of Action ¶ 4; Comp.,

Prayer for Relief for Fourth Cause of Action ¶ 9);

• For a constructive trust “to prevent unjust enrichment and to compel

the restoration of property (money) to Plaintiff and the Class which

Defendants acquired through fraud” (Comp. ¶ 67; Comp., Prayer for

Relief for Fourth Cause of Action ¶ 7);

• For disgorgement of all profits wrongfully earned by Defendants

(Comp., Prayer for Relief for Fourth Cause of Action ¶ 6);

• “For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and

proper” (Comp., Prayer for Relief for First Cause of Action ¶ 7;

Comp., Prayer for Relief for Second Cause of Action ¶ 6; Comp.,

Prayer for Relief for Third Cause of Action ¶ 6; Comp., Prayer for

Relief for Fourth Cause of Action ¶ 10).

20. As emphasized above, Plaintiff requests at least $1,000.00 in actual

damages per class member. The putative California class here includes at least

50,000 California citizens who purchased Quorn products. (See ¶ 15 supra.) Thus,

the aggregate amount in controversy would exceed the jurisdictional minimum by
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approximately $45 million (50,000 x $1000 = $50,000,000). This analysis does not

include Plaintiff’s other claims for relief, such as restitution, injunctive relief, and

punitive damages.

Thus, defendant Quorn respectfully requests removal of this action from the

Superior Court of the State of California, for the County of Los Angeles, bearing

case number BC608107, to this Court under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1332, 1441, 1446, and

1453.

DATED: February 26, 2016 DANA ALDEN FOX
ERIC Y. KIZIRIAN
MICHAEL K. GRIMALDI
DYANNE J. CHO
LEWIS BRISBOIS BISGAARD & SMITH LLP

By: /s/ Eric Y. Kizirian
Eric Y. Kizirian
Attorneys for Quorn Foods, Inc.
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FEDERAL COURT PROOF OF SERVICE
Kimberly Birbrower vs. Quorn Foods, Inc. - Case No. BC 608107

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

At the time of service, I was over 18 years of age and not a party to the action. My
business address is 633 West 5th Street, Suite 4000, Los Angeles, CA 90071. I am employed in
the office of a member of the bar of this Court at whose direction the service was made.

On February 26, 2016, I served the following document(s): DEFENDANT QUORN
FOODS, INC.'S NOTICE OF REMOVAL OF CLASS ACTION

I served the documents on the following persons at the following addresses (including fax
numbers and e-mail addresses, if applicable):

Jason M. Frank
Scott H. Sims
Eagan Avenatti, LLP
520 Newport Center Drive, Suite 1400
Newport Beach, CA 92660
jfrank@eaganavenatti.com
ssims@eaganavenatti.com
T: (949) 706-7000
F: (949) 706-7050
Attorneys for Plaintiff

Eric F. Yuhl
Colin A. Yuhl
Yuhl Carr LLP
4676 Admiralty Way, Suite 550
Marina del Rey, CA 90292
eyuhl@yuhlcarr.com
cayuhl@yuhlcarr.com
T: (310) 827-2800
F: (310) 827-4200
Attorneys for Plaintiff

The documents were served by the following means:

 (BY U.S. MAIL) I enclosed the documents in a sealed envelope or package addressed to
the persons at the addresses listed above and I deposited the sealed envelope or package
with the U.S. Postal Service, with the postage fully prepaid.

 (BY COURT’S CM/ECF SYSTEM) Pursuant to Local Rule, I electronically filed the
documents with the Clerk of the Court using the CM/ECF system, which sent notification
of that filing to the persons listed above.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America and the
State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on February 26, 2016, at Los Angeles, California.

/s/ Celia R. Shane
Celia R. Shane
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(CITACION JUDICIAL) 

NOTICE TO DEFENDANT: 

(AVISO AL DEMANDADOJ: 

QUORN FOODS. INC., a Delaware Corporation and DOES 1 through 
100, inclusive, 

YOU ARE BEING SUED BY PLAINTIFF: 
(LO ESTA DERPANDANDO EL DEMANDANTE): 

KIMIIERLY =BROWER, an individual, 

FOR mum uSE 
(KILO FARA vsx)11ClA cbrot) 

CONFORMED COPY 
ORIGINAL FILED 

superior Court of California 
County of I. OS Angola° 

JAN 22 2016 

Shorn R. Carter, Executive Officer/Clerk 

By Cristina Grijalva, Deputy 

NOTICE' You have been stied. The court may decide what you withoutyour being heard unless ou respond within 30 days. Read the information 
below. 

Yod have 30 CALENDAR DAYS after this summons and legal papers are served on you to the a written response at this court and have a Copy 
served an the plaintiff. A letter or phone call will not protect you. Your written response must hem proper legal form W you want the court to hear your 
cast There may be a pond form that you can use for your response. You can fnd these court form and more information at the California Courts 
Divine Self-Help Center (www.courtInkca gevisel (help), your county law library. Dr the courthouse nearest you. If you cannot pay the tiling fee, ask 
the court clerk for n fee waiver form If you do not file your response on time, you may lose the case by default, and your wages, money, and property 
may be la ken without further warning from the court. 

There are other legal requirements. You may want to call an attorney right away. If you do not know an attorney, you may want to calf an attorney 
referral service. If you cannot afford an attorney, you may be eligible for free legal services from a nonprofit legal services program. Yau can locale 
these nonprofit groups at the California Legal Services Web silo (wwwtawhetpcalifotnlaorg), the California Coeds Dana Solf-Help Center 
0vww.courlinfo.ragoviseff help). or by contacting your local court or county bar association. NOTE: The court has a statutory Ilan for waNed fees and 
costs on any settlement or arbitration award of $10,000 or more M a SU case. The court's Ion muss be paid before the court will dismiss the case. 
1/11/130! Cu ban demanded°. Sine response done, do :30 dies, 0 carte ports decide' en su confla sin eStlioar su version. Lea la inlormsch5n a 
oonemueciOn. 

Hew 30 DIAS DE CALENDARIO dospues de qua le anfreguen asta dlacian y papeles Moles Nara presents,-  ups respuesfa porescrito en este 
code y hawsquo se entregue tiny owe el darnandente. Una orefa o tine Yamada teloithofca no kt profaners Su resoesta par escrira Ilene quo ester 
en kernel° legal coffergo si deeps quo prospect) so rasa en la porta Es posible quo hays tin formufario qua need puede user pan su respuesle. 
Pueds enconIter ewes formularies do la sotto y foes intormaclOn en el Centro de Ayucia do Ins Codes da Catfornla (www.sucorta.ca  gov), en /a 
biblioteca de leyes de so condado 0 on lo cone rice le quede rn@s coma Si no puedepagerfa cuota de pnasontscial, pida al socrotario de 0 code 
qua le dB an fommierio de EXentiOn da pogo do cactus. Si no presents sir respeasta a tionwo, puede pordar al case per locuropIlmiento yla coda Fe 
pods@ guitar su &bold°, diners ybienes sin mss advortoncia. 

Hay altos roulettes toggles. Es recomeodeble quo gamy a co aboode Omedialantante SI no canoes a on abogatto, puede llama, a un setvisto do 
rennsidn a obagados. Si no puede poor a un abetted°. es posibto quo wmpla cnn ins requisites pan obtaner senficios legates gra Woo do in 
progronta do zetvicios legatee sin lines de mere. Puede encontrar estop views sln fines da lucro en el sire web do Calittettia Legal Services, 
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The name and address of the court is: 	 CASE NUMSES. 
(El flambee y direttion do la code es): 	 pOrnmeo del kVA 

Los Angeles County Superior Court 	 bil; 6  0 8 1 0  7 
I 1 I N. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012 

The name, address, and telephone number of plaintiffs attorney, or plaintiff without an ago ney, is: 
(Et timbre, la dirOCCioll y of ruimera de tolegono del abogado dot cientearinnK o del dentandante quo no gene Begged*, es): 
Jason M. Frank, Eagan Avenatti LLP, 520 Newport Ctr. Dr., 141400, Nevi ort Beach, CA 92660,949-706-7000 

Clerk, by no peiih` 	Deputy 
(Secrelarlo) 	  (Adjunto) 

(For mai at service of this surnmontawse-PWrgo461WIde of Summons (farm PCS.Sitif- 
(Para ameba de entrega de este citaWNS el forme/aria Proof of Service of Summons, (POS-010)). 

NOTICE TO THE PERSON SERVED: You are sewed 
1. ETI as an individual defendant. 

2. nas the person sued under the hotline name of (spacia): 

S. Li on behalf of (spooify): 

under: Li GOP 416.10 (corporation; 	 ni  CCP 416.60 (minor) 
ED CCP 415.20 (defunct corporation) 	 CCP 415.70 (conservalee) 

J CCP 915.40 (association or partnership) 	f CCP 416.90 (authorized person) 

F-1  other (speedy): 
	 by personal delivery on (dale). 

DATE: 
(Foeha) 

tsett 

JAN 2ct  

Pane Intl 
FenllAdoplea is MachillOy Use 
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POS-01 5 
ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name. State Bar number, and address): 

Jason M. Frank, SBN 190957 _Jason 
AVENATTI, LLP 

520 Newport Center Drive, Suite 1400 
Newport Beach, CA 92660 

TELEPHONE NO.: 949-706-7000 	 FAX NO. (Optional). 949-706-7050 
E-MAIL ADDRESS (Optional): jfrank@eaganavenatti.com  

ATTORNEY FOR (Name). Plaintiff KIMBERLY BIRBROWER 

FOR COURT USE ONLY 

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 
STREET ADDRESS: 600 W. Commonwealth Avenue 
MAILING ADDRESS: 600 W. Commonwealth Avenue 

CITY AND ZIP CODE. Los Angeles, CA 90005 
BRANCH NAME Central Civil West Courthouse 

PLAINTIFF/PETITIONER: KIMBERLY BIRBROWER 

DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT: QUORN FOODS, INC., et al. 

NOTICE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT—CIVIL 
CASE NUMBER. 

BC608107 

TO (insert name of party being served): Quorn Foods, Inc. 

NOTICE 
The summons and other documents identified below are being served pursuant to section 415.30 of the California Code of Civil 
Procedure. Your failure to complete this form and return it within 20 days from the date of mailing shown below may subject you 
(or the party on whose behalf you are being served) to liability for the payment of any expenses incurred in serving a summons 
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Plaintiff individually and on behalf of all others similarly situated, alleges on 

knowledge as to herself but otherwise on information and belief, as follows: 

I. OVERVIEW 

	

1. 	This class action arises out of the fraudulent, deceptive and misleading 

conduct of Defendant Quorn Foods, Inc. ("Defendant" or "Quern"), a company that 

sells meat-substitute food products. Specifically, Quorn has been misrepresenting on 

all of its product packaging that "mycoprotein" — the main ingredient in all of the 

company's products — is the same or substantially similar to a mushroom, truffle or 

morel. In truth, "mycoprotein" is a term invented by Quorn to mislead consumers and 

hide the fact that its products are actually made of mold. 

	

2. 	As a result of Quern's unfair, unlawful, and deceptive practices, Quorn 

(a) uniformly misled Plaintiff and other consumers into believing Quorn's products 

were made of an ingredient the same or similar to mushrooms, truffles or morels and 

(b) induced Plaintiff and others consumers to purchase Quorn's products. Had Quorn 

disclosed the truth to Plaintiff and consumers — i.e., that its products are actually made 

of mold — Plaintiff and consumers would not have purchased Quorn's products, and 

certainly not at the price they paid. 

IL JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

	

3. 	This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action because 

Plaintiff is a resident of the County of Los Angeles and purchased the goods which are 

the subject of this lawsuit in the County of Los Angeles. Quorn, presently and at all 

times relevant herein, conducted business in the County of Los Angeles and the 

misrepresentations made by Quorn to Plaintiff were made in the County of Los 

Angeles. 

III. PARTIES 

	

4. 	Plaintiff Kimberly Birbrower ("Plaintiff"), an individual, is a resident and 

citizen of the County of Los Angeles, State of California. 

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 
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5. 	Defendant Quom Foods, Inc. is a Delaware Corporation, headquartered in 

2 
	

Illinois, and registered to do business in California. Quom marketed, advertised, and/or 

distributed its food products during the Class Period in Los Angeles County, California. 

	

6. 	The true names and capacities of defendants DOES 1 through 100, 

5 inclusive, whether individual, plural, corporate, partnership, associate or otherwise, are 

6 not known to Plaintiff, who therefore sues said defendants by such fictitious names. 

7 Plaintiff is informed and believes and thereon alleges that each of the defendants 

8 designated herein as Doe are in some manner responsible for the acts and occurrences 

	

9 	set forth herein. Plaintiff will ask leave of court to amend this Complaint to show the 

10 true names and capacities of defendants Doe 1 through 100, inclusive, as well as the 

11 manner in which each Doe defendant is responsible, when the same have been 

12 ascertained. 

	

13 	7. 	Plaintiff is informed and believes, and upon such basis alleges, that at all 

	

14 	times herein mentioned, each of the Defendants herein was an agent, servant, employee, 

Is co-conspirator, partner, joint venturer, wholly owned and controlled subsidiary and/or 

	

16 	alter ego of each of the remaining Defendants, and was at all times acting within the 

17 course and scope of said agency, service, employment, conspiracy, partnership and/or 

18 joint venture. 

	

19 	8. 	Defendants, and each of them, aided and abetted, encouraged and 

20 rendered substantial assistance in accomplishing the wrongful conduct and their 

21 wrongful goals and other wrongdoing complained of herein. In taking action, as 

22 particularized herein, to aid and abet and substantially assist the commission of these 

	

23 	wrongful acts and other wrongdoings complained of, each of the Defendants acted with 

24 an awareness of its primary wrongdoing and realized that its conduct would 

25 substantially assist the accomplishment of the wrongful conduct, wrongful goals, and 

26 wrongdoing. 

27 

28 

2 
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IV. ALLEGATIONS COMMON TO ALL CAUSES OF ACTION 

9. Plaintiff purchased Quoin's "Chik'n" products at Whole Foods Market n 

Los Angeles County in 2012. 

10. Like all of Quoin's products, the main ingredient in Quoin's "Chick'n" 

products is "mycoprotein" — which is a term invented by Quorn to hide the fact that the 

product is actually made of mold. 

11. Plaintiff was misled at the time of her purchases by the misleading 

statements on Quoin's product packaging related to the "mycoprotein" contained in the 

products. Specifically, the Quorn products purchased by Plaintiff were packaged in a 

box containing the same misleading representation about "mycoprotein" that is and has 

been uniformly made on all Quom product packaging: 

Q
uorn [products.1 are made with mycoprotein ("myco" is 
reek for "fungi') and are completely meatless and soy-

free. There are believed to be over 600,000 varieties of 
fungi in the world, many of which are among the most 
sought after foods like varieties of mushroom, truffles, 
and morels. 

A sample photo of a Quom product package is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

12. The foregoing representation by Quorn was, at a minimum, deceptive and 

misleading. At all times, this representation was designed to deceive members of the 

public, just as it deceived Plaintiff. The representation, among other things, suggests 

that Quom products are made of (or similar to) mushrooms, truffles or morels. In 

reality, the product is not a variety or type of mushroom, truffle or morel. 

"Mycoprotein" is instead a brand name coined by Quorn for an ingredient that is 

actually fermented soil mold with added vitamins and flavors. Quom's representations 

on its boxes are clearly designed to deceive consumers into believing they are 

purchasing a mushroom-based product, and not a mold-based product. 

13. In addition to making false affirmative representations, Quom had a duty 

to disclose the fact that "mycoprotein" is actually mold. Quom had such a duty because 

(a) Quorn had exclusive or superior knowledge of that material fact and the material 
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I 	fact was not reasonably known to Plaintiff and the Class; (b) Quorn actively concealed 

the material fact from Plaintiff and the Class; and/or (c) Quorn's statements on its 

product packaging regarding "mycoprotein" were misleading without the disclosure of 

the omitted material fact. Quorn violated its duty to disclose by failing to disclose and 

actively concealing the fact that "mycoprotein" is actually fermented soil mold. 

14. 	In or around 2015, after a number of customers became ill and, in at least 

one instance, died after consuming a Quorn product, Quorn began adding a disclosure 

in the "allergy" section of its product packaging stating as follows: 

Allergic Consumers: There have been rare cases of adverse 
reaction to Quorn, which contains mycoprotein, a member of 
the fungi/mold family. Mycoprotein is high in protein and fiber 
which may cause intolerance in some people. 

12 This language was intentionally buried in the allergy section, so that it would not be 

13 read by ordinary consumers. In fact, demonstrating its fraudulent intent, Quom 

14 	continued to prominently feature the false and misleading statement at the top of every 

15 	package representing that "mycoprotein" is like a mushroom, truffle, or morel. Quorn's 

16 allergy disclosure actually continues this deception by, for example, first referring to 

17 	"mycoprotein" as a "fungi." As a result, Quorn continued to deceive members of the 

18 Class into believing that the products they were purchasing were like a "mushroom, 

19 	truffle, or morel" and not mold. 

20 	15. 	Quorn's deceptive and misleading representations about "mycoprotein" 

21 are intentionally designed to conceal the fact that the product is made of mold, and 

22 mislead consumers into believing that the product is similar to a mushroom, truffle or 

23 morel. This is "material" information, because reasonable consumers would consider 

24 	the fact that a food product is made of mold to be important information when deciding 

25 whether to purchase an item that will be consumed by themselves and/or their family. 

26 The fact that Quom intentionally attempted to deceive consumers into believing that its 

27 products are similar to a "mushroom, truffle or morel" demonstrates that Quorn knew 

28 that the fact that the product is mold is "material" information. 
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16. Plaintiff justifiably relied on the statements and omissions on Quoin's 

product packaging regarding "mycoprotein" and believed she was buying a mushroom-

based protein product, not a mold-based product. But for the deceptive and misleading 

representations and omissions on Quorn's product packaging, Plaintiff and the Class 

would not have purchased any of the Quorn products, and, at a minimum, certainly not 

at the prices they paid. Plaintiff thus suffered injury in fact and lost money or property 

because, in reliance on Quorn's misrepresentations and failures to disclose, she 

purchased products she otherwise would not have purchased, and certainly not at the 

price she paid. 

17. Plaintiff did not discover that Quorn products were made of mold until 

2015, and could not in the exercise of due diligence reasonably have discovered them 

earlier. 

V. CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 

14 	18. 	Plaintiff brings this action on behalf of herself and a class of all California 

15 	citizens who purchased Quorn products within the State of California in the four years 

16 	preceding the filing of this Complaint. She brings the Consumer Legal Remedies Act 

17 claim as a class action pursuant to California Civil Code § 1781 and the remaining 

18 	claims as a class action pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure § 382. 

19 	19. 	Excluded from the Class is any person or entity in which any judge, 

20 justice or judicial officer presiding over this matter and members of their immediate 

21 	families and judicial staff, have any controlling interest. Also excluded from the Class 

22 	is any partner or employee of Class Counsel. 

23 	20. 	Class certification is proper because Defendants acted (or refused to act) 

24 on grounds generally applicable to the Class thereby making appropriate injunctive 

25 	relief with respect to Class as a whole. 

26 	21. 	Plaintiff reserves the right to modify the definition of Class after further 

27 discovery, and further reserves the right to only seek class certification for injunctive 

28 	relief and not to seek class certification for monetary damages. 
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22 	Questions of law or fact common to Class Members predominate over any 

2 questions affecting only individual Class Members, and a class action is superior to 

	

3 	other available methods for fairly and efficiently adjudicating the controversy. 

	

4 
	

23. 	Numerosity of the Class. The Class is so numerous that joinder of all 

	

5 	members in one action is impracticable. While the exact number and identities of Class 

6 Members is unknown to Plaintiff at this time and can only be ascertained through 

7 appropriate discovery directed at Defendants, Plaintiff believes and therefore alleges 

	

8 
	

that there are in excess of 50,000 members of the Class. 

	

9 
	

24. 	Typicality of Claims. Plaintiff's claims are typical of those of other Class 

10 Members, all of whom have suffered similar harm due to Defendant's course of  

	

11 	conduct as described herein. 

	

12 
	

25. 	Adequacy of Representation. Plaintiff is an adequate representative of the 

13 Class and will fairly and adequately protect the interests of both Classes and has 

14 retained attorneys who are highly experienced in the handling of class actions, and 

	

15 
	

Plaintiff and her counsel intend to prosecute this action vigorously. 

	

16 
	

26. 	Predominance of Common Questions of Law or Fact. Common questions 

17 of fact and law exist as to all Class Members that predominate over any questions 

18 affecting only individual Class Members. These common legal and factual questions, 

19 which do not vary among Class Members, and which may be determined without 

20 reference to the individual circumstances of any Class member, include, but are not 

21 limited to, the following: 

• Whether Defendants' uniform representations about "mycoprotein" on 

23 their product packaging were likely to deceive a reasonable consumer into believing 

24 that the products were mushroom-based products and not mold-based products; 

25 	• 	Whether the fact that Defendants' products were made of mold would be 

26 	considered "material" information to a reasonable consumer of food products; 

27 	• 	Whether Defendants had a duty to disclose that their products were made 

28 	of mold; 

6 
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• Whether Defendants' alleged misrepresentations and non-disclosures 

constitute a violation of California's Consumer Legal Remedies Act, California Civil 

Code section 1750 et seq. (the "CLRA") 

• Whether Defendants' conduct was a "fraudulent" business practice within 

the meaning of California's Unfair Competition Laws, California Business & 

Profession Code section 17200 et seq. (the "UCL"), in that it is and was likely to 

mislead a reasonable consumer; 

• Whether Defendants' conduct was an "unfair practice" within the meaning 

of the UCL, in that it offends established public policy and is immoral, unethical, 

oppressive, unscrupulous or substantially injurious to consumers; 

• Whether Defendants' conduct constituted false advertising in violation of 

California's False Advertising Law, California Business & Professions Code section 

17500 et seq. (the "FAL"); 

• Whether Defendants' conduct was an "unlawful" practice within the 

meaning of the UCL, in that it violates inter alia the CLRA, the FAL, and other 

California civil statutes and common law prohibiting fraud and deceit; 

• Whether Defendants' conduct caused harm to the Class; 

• Whether the market value of Defendants' products would be less than 

prices paid by the Class if Defendants had correctly and clearly disclosed that their 

products were made of mold, such that the members of the Class suffered out-of-pocket 

loss as a result of Defendants' misrepresentations and non-disclosures; 

• Whether the members of the Class are entitled to restitution; and 

• Whether injunctive relief is appropriate and necessary in order to cure the 

harm caused by Defendants' continuing misleading statements and non-disclosures 

regarding "mycoprotein." 

27. 	Superiority. A class action is superior to other available methods for the 

fair and efficient adjudication of this controversy, because individual litigation of the 

claims of all Class Members is impracticable. Requiring each individual class member 

7 
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1 to file an individual lawsuit would unreasonably consume the amounts that may be 

2 recovered. Even if every Class Member could afford individual litigation, the 

	

3 	adjudication of more than a million identical claims would be unduly burdensome to 

4 the courts. Individualized litigation would also present the potential for varying, 

	

5 	inconsistent, or contradictory judgments and would magnify the delay and expense to 

6 all parties and to the court system resulting from multiple trials of the same factual 

	

7 	issues. By contrast, the conduct of this action as a class action, with respect to some or 

8 all of the issues presented herein, presents no management difficulties, conserves the 

9 resources of the parties and of the court system, and protects the rights of the Class 

	

10 	Members. Plaintiff anticipates no difficulty in the management of this action as a class 

	

I I 	action. The prosecution of separate actions by individual Class Members may create a 

12 risk of adjudications with respect to them that would, as a practical matter, be 

	

13 	dispositive of the interests of the other Class Members not parties to such adjudications 

14 or that would substantially impair or impede the ability of such non-party Class 

15 Members to protect her interests. 

	

16 	 FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION FOR 

	

17 	 VIOLATIONS OF CONSUMERS LEGAL REMEDIES ACT 

	

18 	 (CALIFORNIA CIVIL CODE 1750 et seq.)  

	

19 	28. 	Plaintiff incorporates by reference and re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 27 

	

20 	as if fully set forth herein. 

	

21 	29. 	Plaintiff and the Class are "consumers" as defined by the CLRA, Civil 

22 Code § 1761(d). Defendants' products are "goods" as defined by the CLRA, Civil 

	

23 	Code § 1761(a). Defendants' sale of those products to Plaintiff and the Class constitute 

24 consumer "transactions" covered by the CLRA. 

	

25 	30. 	On all of its product packaging, and other sales materials (such as website 

	

26 	pages), Defendants uniformly represented to Plaintiff and the Class as follows: 

	

27 	 Quom [products] are made with mycoprotein ("myco" is Greek 
for "fungi") and are completely meatless and soy-free. There 

	

28 	 are believed to be over 600,000 varieties of fungi in the world, 

8 
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1 
	 many of which are among the most sought after foods like 

varieties of mushroom, truffles, and morels. 

(Exhibit A). This representation is false and misleading, and misstates the qualities, 2 

characteristics and ingredients of Quom products, in that "mycoprotein" is not the same 3 

	

4 	or similar to mushrooms, truffles or morels, but is instead fermented soil mold. 

	

5 
	

31. 	Defendants also had a duty to disclose that "mycoprotein" is fermented 

6 soil mold because this is material information to a reasonable consumer of food 

7 products and: 

	

8 
	

(a) Defendants had exclusive and superior knowledge of this material fact and 

	

9 	 understood that this material fact was not reasonably known to and could 

	

10 	 not have been reasonably discovered by Plaintiff and the Class; 

	

11 
	

(b) 	Defendants actively concealed this material fact from Plaintiff and the 

	

12 
	

Class; and/or 

	

13 
	

(c) The aforementioned statement on Quorn product packaging regarding 

	

14 
	

"mycoprotein" was misleading without the disclosure of the omitted 

	

15 	 material fact. 

	

16 
	

32. 	Defendants violated their duty to disclose by failing to inform Plaintiff 

17 and the Class that "mycoprotein" is fermented soil mold. 

	

18 
	

33. 	Defendants' conduct by way of their affirmative representations and non- 

	

19 
	

disclosures are and were likely to mislead a reasonable consumer. 

	

20 
	

34. 	Defendants' conduct constitutes a violation of the CLRA, including but 

	

21 	not limited to subdivisions (5), (7), (9), and (16) of the California Civil Code §1770(a). 

	

22 
	

See, e.g., Outboard Marine Corp. v. Sup. Ct. (1975) 52 Cal. App. 3d 30, 36. 

	

23 
	

35. 	Plaintiff and the Class suffered harm as a result of Defendants' violations 

	

24 	of the CLRA in that they purchased Quorn products that they would not have purchased 

	

25 
	

had they known they were made of mold, and certainly not at the prices they paid. 

	

26 
	

36. 	If Defendants had accurately disclosed that Quorn products were made of 

27 mold, and were not mushroom-based products, the market value of those products 

28 would be substantially less than the prices paid by Plaintiff and the Class. 

9 
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Consequently, Plaintiff and the Class uniformly suffered "out of pocket" loss as a result 

of Defendants' violations of the CLRA. 

37. On or about August 11, 2015, more than thirty (30) days prior to the 

commencement of this action and in conformance with her obligations under Civil 

Code § 1782 of the CLRA, Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and the Class, served a CLRA 

Notice of Violation Letter by certified registered mail, return receipt requested on 

Quorn. A copy of the letter is attached as Exhibit B. The letter notified Defendants of 

its violations of the CLRA, among other laws, and requested various corrections and 

remedies. (See Exhibit B). Defendants failed to make the requested corrections and/or 

offer the requested remedies. 

38. Accordingly, pursuant to Civil Code §§ 1780 and 1782 of the CLRA, 

Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and the Class, is seeking actual damages in an amount to 

be determined at trial but not less than one thousand dollars ($1000.00) per Class 

member as provided by Civil Code § 1780(a)(1). 

39. Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and the Class, is further seeking an order 

enjoining Defendants' violations of the CLRA, including, but not limited to, an order: 

(a) Requiring Defendants to immediately remove from all packages of 

Quoin products sold in California any statements suggesting that the 

product is the same or similar to a mushroom, truffle or morel. This 

includes deleting the following statement: "[T]here are believed to 

be over 600,000 varieties of fungi in the world, many of which are 

among the most sought after varieties of mushroom, truffles, and 

morels." 

(b) Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the front of its 

product packaging in bold print and large font that "THIS 

PRODUCT CONTAINS MOLD" in order to cure the false 

advertising Defendants have been disseminating for years. 

10 
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(c) Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the back of its 

2 	 product packaging in California, and on the homepage of its website 

3 	 the following statement: "THE `MYCOPROTEIN' 

4 	 INGREDIENT IN QUORN PRODUCTS IS FERMENTED 

5 	 SOIL MOLD; IT IS NOT A MUSHROOM, TRUFFLE OR 

6 	 MOREL." 

7 	40. 	Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and the Class, is further seeking restitution 

8 of all stuns wrongfully obtained by Defendants as result of their violations of the 

9 CLRA, including, but not limited to, the difference between what the market value of 

10 Quorn products would have been had Defendants prominently disclosed that the 

11 	product contained mold and the sales price paid by Plaintiff and the Class. 

12 
	

41. 	Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and the Class, is further seeking punitive 

13 damages in an amount sufficient to deter such violations of the CLRA in the future. 

14 
	

Defendants' violations of the CLRA were carried out with malice, oppression and fraud 

5 and extreme indifference to the rights of Plaintiff and the Class. They constitute 

intentional misrepresentations, deceit and concealment of material facts known to 

Defendants with the intention on the part of Defendants of thereby depriving Plaintiff 

and the Class of their property and otherwise causing injury. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION FOR 

VIOLATIONS OF CALIFORNIA'S UNFAIR BUSINESS PRACTICES ACT  

(CAL. BUS. & PROF. CODE 417200 ET SEQ.) 

42. Plaintiff incorporates by reference and re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 41 

as if fully set forth herein. 

43. The UCL prohibits acts of "unfair competition," including any unlawful, 

unfair, fraudulent, or deceptive business act or practice as well as "unfair, deceptive, 

untrue or misleading advertising." 

27 

28 
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DEFENDANTS' ACTS ARE FRAUDULENT AND/OR DECEPTIVE 

2 
	

44. 	Defendants' acts, conduct and business practices as alleged above are 

3 
	

fraudulent and/or deceptive. 

4 
	

DEFENDANTS ACTS ARE UNFAIR  

	

45. 	Defendants' acts, conduct and practices as alleged above are unfair. 

Defendants, through deceptive and misleading advertising and representations, induced 

Plaintiff and the Class to purchase Quorn food products they otherwise would not have 

purchased. This injury is not outweighed by any countervailing benefits to consumers 

or competition. 

DEFENDANTS ACTS ARE UNLAWFUL  

	

46. 	By engaging in the false, deceptive, and misleading conduct alleged 

12 above, Defendants have engaged in unlawful business acts and practices in violation of 

the UCL by violating other laws, including at a minimum the CLRA, the FAL, and 

other California civil statutes and common law prohibiting fraud and deceit. 

	

47. 	As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' unlawful, unfair and 

fraudulent business practices, Plaintiff and the Class have been injured in fact and 

suffered lost money or property. Plaintiff and the Class purchased food products in 

justifiable reliance on Defendants' false and misleading representations regarding the 

nature of their "mycoprotein" food products, and Plaintiffs and the Class would not 

20 have purchased any Quorn food products containing "mycoprotein" had Defendants 

21 adequately and prominently disclosed that the product contained mold, and certainly 

22 	not at the prices they paid. 

23 	48. 	Defendants' unlawful, unfair, deceptive and fraudulent business practices 

24 	as alleged above present a continuing threat to Plaintiff, the Class and members of the 

25 	public because Defendants persist and continue to engage in such practices, and will not 

26 	cease doing so unless enjoined or restrained by this Court. 

27 

28 
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12 
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16 
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49. 	Under California Business & Profession Code § 17203, Plaintiff, on 

2 behalf of herself, Class Members and members of the general public, seeks an order 

3 	from this Court enjoining Defendants' continuing violations of the UCL, including, but 

4 not limited to, an order: 

5 
	

(a) Requiring Defendants to immediately remove from all packages of 

6 
	

Quorn products sold in California any statements suggesting that the 

7 	 product is the same or similar to a mushroom, truffle or morel. This 

includes deleting the following statement: "[T]here are believed to 

be over 600,000 varieties of fungi in the world, many of which are 

among the most sought after varieties of mushroom, truffles, and 

morels." 

(b) Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the front of its 

product packaging in bold print and large font that "THIS 

PRODUCT CONTAINS MOLD" in order to cure the false 

advertising Defendants have been disseminating for years. 

(c) Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the back of its 

product packaging in California, and on the homepage of its website 

the following statement: "THE `MYCOPROTEIN' 

INGREDIENT IN QUORN PRODUCTS IS FERMENTED 

SOIL MOLD; IT IS NOT A MUSHROOM, TRUFFLE OR 

MOREL." 

50. 	Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and the Class, is further seeking restitution 

of all sums wrongfully obtained by Defendants as result of their violations of the UCL, 

including, but not limited to, the difference between what the market value of Quorn 

products would have been had Defendants prominently disclosed that the product 

contained mold and the sales price paid by Plaintiff and the Class. 

13 
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION FOR 

2 
	

VIOLATIONS OF CALIFORNIA FALSE ADVERTISING LAW  

(CAL. BUS. & PROF. CODE 517500 et seq.)  

51. Plaintiff incorporates by reference and re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 50, 

as if fully set forth herein. 

52. As alleged herein, Defendants disseminated or caused to be disseminated 

to the general public via product packaging (at a minimum) misleading, deceptive, 

inadequate, and false advertising regarding "mycoprotein." This constitutes a violation 

of the FAL. 

53. Defendants continue to disseminate or cause to be disseminated via 

product packaging (at a minimum) such misleading, deceptive, inadequate and false 

advertising. 

54. Defendants' misleading, deceptive, inadequate and false advertising 

regarding "mycoprotein" deceived Plaintiff and is and was likely to deceive the 

consuming public. 

55. Defendants knew or should have known that the statements were 

misleading, deceptive, inadequate and false. 

56. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' violations of the FAL, 

Plaintiff and the Class have been injured in fact and suffered lost money or property. 

Plaintiff and the Class purchased food products in justifiable reliance on Defendants' 

false and misleading representations regarding the nature of their "mycoprotein" food 

products, and they would not have purchased any Quorn food products containing 

"mycoprotein" had Defendants adequately and prominently disclosed that the product 

contained mold, and certainly not at the prices they paid. 

57. Defendants' violations of the FAL present a continuing threat to Plaintiff, 

the Class and members of the public because Defendants persist and continue to engage 

in such practices, and will not cease doing so unless enjoined or restrained by this 

Court. Accordingly, Plaintiff, on behalf of herself, Class Members and members of the 

14 
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general public, seeks an order from this Court enjoining Defendants' continuing 

2 
	

violations of the FAL, including, but not limited to, an order: 

3 
	

(a) Requiring Defendants to immediately remove from all packages of 

4 
	

Quorn products sold in California any statements suggesting that the 

product is the same or similar to a mushroom, truffle or morel. This 

includes deleting the following statement: "[T]here are believed to 

be over 600,000 varieties of fungi in the world, many of which are 

among the most sought after varieties of mushroom, truffles, and 

morels." 

(b) Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the front of its 

product packaging in bold print and large font that "THIS 

PRODUCT CONTAINS MOLD" in order to cure the false 

advertising Defendants have been disseminating for years. 

(c) Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the back of its 

product packaging in California, and on the homepage of its website 

the following statement: "THE `MYCOPROTEIN' 

INGREDIENT IN QUORN PRODUCTS IS FERMENTED 

SOIL MOLD; IT IS NOT A MUSHROOM, TRUFFLE OR 

MOREL " 

58. 	Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and the Class, is further seeking restitution 

of all sums wrongfully obtained by Defendants as result of their violations of the FAL, 

including, but not limited to, the difference between what the market value of Quorn 

products would have been had Defendants prominently disclosed that the product 

contained mold and the sales price paid by Plaintiff and the Class. 

15 
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FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR FRAUD/FRAUDULENT 

CONCEALMENT 

	

59. 	Plaintiff restates and re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 58 as if fully set 

forth herein. 

	

60. 	On all of its product packaging, and other sales materials (such as website 

pages), Defendants uniformly represented to Plaintiff and the Class as follows: 

Quom [products] are made with mycoprotein ("myco" is Greek 
for "fungi") and are completely meatless and soy-free. There 
are believed to be over 600,000 varieties of funot in the world, 
many.  of which are among the most sought after foods like 
varieties of mushroom, truffles, and morels. 

(Exhibit A). This representation is false and misleading, and misstates the qualities, 

characteristics and ingredients of Quom products, in that "mycoprotein" is not the same 

or similar to mushrooms, truffles or morels, but is instead fermented soil mold. 

	

61. 	Defendants also had a duty to disclose that "mycoprotein" is fermented 

soil mold because this is material information to a reasonable consumer of food 

products and: 

(a) Defendants had exclusive and superior knowledge of this material fact and 

understood that this material fact was not reasonably known to and could 

not have been reasonably discovered by Plaintiff and the Class; 

(b) Defendants actively concealed this material fact from Plaintiff and the 

Class; and/or 

(c) The aforementioned statement on Quom product packaging regarding 

"mycoprotein " was misleading without the disclosure of the omitted 

material fact. 

	

62. 	Defendants violated their duty to disclose by failing to inform Plaintiff 

and the Class that "mycoprotein" is fermented soil mold. 

	

63. 	Defendants' representations and omissions regarding "mycoprotein" are 

and were material in that a reasonable person would attach importance to its existence 

or nonexistence in determining his choice of action in the transaction in question. 
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64. 	Defendants' misstatements of fact and failures to disclose were 

2 intentional. 

3 
	

65. 	Plaintiff and the Class justifiably relied on the statements and non- 

4 disclosures on Quom's product packaging regarding "mycoprotein." But for the 

5 deceptive and misleading representations and omissions on Quom's product packaging, 

6 
	

Plaintiff and the Class would not have purchased any of the Quom products, and at a 

7 
	minimum certainly not at the prices they paid. 

66. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' non-disclosure and 

concealment, Plaintiff and the Class have suffered actual damages in an amount to be 

proven at trial. 

67. Plaintiff and the Class further seek a constructive trust to prevent unjust 

eruichment and to compel the restoration of property (money) to Plaintiff and the Class 

13 	which Defendants acquired through fraud. 

[4 	68. 	The actions of Defendants were carried out with malice, oppression and 

15 	fraud and extreme indifference to the rights of Plaintiff and the Class. They constitute 

16 intentional misrepresentations, deceit and concealment of material facts known to 

Defendants with the intention on the part of Defendants of thereby depriving Plaintiff 

and the Class of their property and otherwise causing injury. They justify an award of 

punitive damages in an amount sufficient to deter such wrongful conduct in the future. 

69. 	Plaintiffs also seek injunctive relief including, but not limited to, an order: 

(a) 	Requiring Defendants to immediately remove from all packages of 

Quorn products sold in California any statements suggesting that the 

product is the same or similar to a mushroom, truffle or morel. This 

includes deleting the following statement: "[T]here are believed to 

be over 600,000 varieties of fungi in the world, many of which are 

among the most sought after varieties of mushroom, truffles, and 

morels." 

28 
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(b) Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the front of its 

product packaging in bold print and large font that "THIS 

PRODUCT CONTAINS MOLD" in order to cure the false 

advertising Defendants have been disseminating for years. 

(c) Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the back of its 

product packaging in California, and on the homepage of its website 

the following statement: "THE `MYCOPROTEIN' 

8 
	

INGREDIENT IN QUORN PRODUCTS IS FERMENTED 

SOIL MOLD; IT IS NOT A MUSHROOM, TRUFFLE OR 

MOREL." 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

Plaintiff, on behalf of herself and on behalf of the Class, respectfully prays for 

judgment against Defendants as follows: 

On the First Cause of Action:  

1. That the Court detenrdne that the relevant claims in this complaint may be 

maintained as a class action; 

2. For injunctive relief including, but not limited to, an order: 

(a) Requiring Defendants to immediately remove from all packages of 

Quorn products sold in California any statements suggesting that the 

product is the same or similar to a mushroom, truffle or morel. This 

includes deleting the following statement: "[T]here are believed to 

be over 600,000 varieties of fungi in the world, many of which are 

among the most sought after varieties of mushroom, truffles, and 

morels." 

(b) Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the front of its 

product packaging in bold print and large font that "THIS 

18 
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PRODUCT CONTAINS MOLD" in order to cure the false 

advertising Defendants have been disseminating for years. 

(c) Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the back of its 

product packaging in California, and on the homepage of its website 

the following statement: "THE `MYCOPROTEIN' 

INGREDIENT IN QUORN PRODUCTS IS FERMENTED 

SOIL MOLD; IT IS NOT A MUSHROOM, TRUFFLE OR 

MOREL." 

3. For actual damages in an amount to be determined at trial but not less than 

one thousand dollars ($1000.00) per Class member as provided by Civil Code § 

1780(a)(1). 

4. For restitution of all sums wrongfully obtained by Defendants, in an 

amount to be determined at trial; 

5. For punitive damages an amount to be determined at trial; 

6. For an award of attorney's fees, costs, and expenses incurred in the 

investigation, filing, and prosecution of this action to the extent permitted by law; and 

7. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

On the Second Cause of Action:  

I. 	That the Court determine that the relevant claims in this complaint may be 

maintained as a class action; 

2. For injunctive relief including, but not limited to, an order: 

(a) 	Requiring Defendants to immediately remove from all packages of 

Quom products sold in California any statements suggesting that the 

product is the same or similar to a mushroom, truffle or morel. This 

includes deleting the following statement: "[T]here are believed to 

be over 600,000 varieties of fungi in the world, many of which are 

among the most sought after varieties of mushroom, truffles, and 

morels." 

19 
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(b) Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the front of its 

product packaging in bold print and large font that "THIS 

PRODUCT CONTAINS MOLD" in order to cure the false 

advertising Defendants have been disseminating for years. 

(c) Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the back of its 

product packaging in California, and on the homepage of its website 

the following statement: "THE `MYCOPROTEIN' 

INGREDIENT IN QUORN PRODUCTS IS FERMENTED 

SOIL MOLD; IT IS NOT A MUSHROOM, TRUFFLE OR 

MOREL." 

3. For restitution of all sums wrongfully obtained by Defendants, in an 

amount to be determined at trial; 

4. For prejudgment and post judgment interest to the extent permitted by law; 

5. For an award of attorney's fees, costs, and expenses incurred in the 

nvestigation, filing, and prosecution of this action to the extent permitted by law; and 

6. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

On the Third Cause of Action:  

I. 	That the Court determine that the relevant claims in this complaint may be 

maintained as a class action; 

2. 	For injunctive relief including, but not limited to, an order: 

(a) 	Requiring Defendants to immediately remove from all packages of 

Quorn products sold in California any statements suggesting that the 

product is the same or similar to a mushroom, truffle or morel. This 

includes deleting the following statement: "[There are believed to 

be over 600,000 varieties of fungi in the world, many of which are 

among the most sought after varieties of mushroom, truffles, and 

morels." 
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(b) Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the front of its 

product packaging in bold print and large font that "THIS 

PRODUCT CONTAINS MOLD" in order to cure the false 

advertising Defendants have been disseminating for years. 

(c) Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the back of its 

product packaging in California, and on the homepage of its website 

the following statement. "THE `MYCOPROTEIN' 

INGREDIENT IN QUORN PRODUCTS IS FERMENTED 

SOIL MOLD; IT IS NOT A MUSHROOM, TRUFFLE OR 

MOREL." 

3. For restitution of all sums wrongfully obtained by Defendants, in an 

amount to be determined at trial; 

4. For prejudgment and post judgment interest to the extent permitted by law; 

5. For an award of attorney's fees, costs, and expenses incurred in the 

investigation, filing, and prosecution of this action to the extent permitted by law; and 

6. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

On the Fourth Cause of Action:  

1. 	That the Court determine that the relevant claims in this complaint may be 

maintained as a class action; 

2. For injunctive relief including, but not limited to, an order: 

(a) 	Requiring Defendants to immediately remove from all packages of 

Quoin products sold in California any statements suggesting that the 

product is the same or similar to a mushroom, truffle or morel. This 

includes deleting the following statement: "[T]here are believed to 

be over 600,000 varieties of fungi in the world, many of which are 

among the most sought after varieties of mushroom, truffles, and 

morels." 
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(b) Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the front of its 

product packaging in bold print and large font that "THIS 

PRODUCT CONTAINS MOLD" in order to cure the false 

advertising Defendants have been disseminating for years. 

(c) Requiring Defendants to prominently disclose on the back of its 

product packaging in California, and on the homepage of its website 

the following statement: "THE `MYCOPROTEIN' 

INGREDIENT IN QUORN PRODUCTS IS FERMENTED 

SOIL MOLD; IT IS NOT A MUSHROOM, TRUFFLE OR 

MOREL." 

3. For restitution of all sums wrongfully obtained by Defendants, in an 

amount to be determined at trial; 

4. For damages in an exact amount to be proven at trial; 

5. For punitive damages in an exact amount to be proven at trial; 

6. For disgorgement of all profits wrongfully earned by Defendants; 

7. For a constructive trust; 

8. For an award of attorney's fees, costs, and expenses incurred in the 

investigation, filing, and prosecution of this action to the extent permitted by law; 

9. For prejudgment and post judgment interest to the extent permitted by law; 

10. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper. 

Dated: January 22, 2016 
	

EAGAN AVENATTI, LLP 

By: 
Jas 	M. Frank 
Sct t H. Sims 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
KIMBERLY BIRBROWER 
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By: 

JURY DEMAND  

Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury on all issues so triable. 

Dated: January 22, 2016 EAGAN AVENATTI, LLP 

Jaso 	. Frank 
Sco H. Sims 
Attorneys for Plaintiff KIMBERLY 
BIRBROWER 
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ural Quorn products are perfect for people 

a smart approach to healthy eating. With a 

e of delicious, meatless and soy-free options 

ook direct from the freezer, they set the 

! for convenient, healthy meals in a hurry. 

INSTRUCTIONS: Simply remove 

7 cook from frozen as follows. 

fits, cook in the oven. 

OVEN - 1 8 MINS 
k Pre-heat oven and cookie sheet to 425°F. 

Place frozen Cutlets on sheet in a single 
layer. Bake for 18 minutes. Caution: Cutlet 

and cheese will be hot. 

MICROWAVE — 2 lb  MINS 
Place Cutlet on a microwaveable plate. 
For 800 watt microwave - Heat on HIGH 

FOR 2% minutes: let stand for I minute. 
Caution: Cutlet and cheese will be hot. 

iry. Heating times are approximate. 
ore eating. 

corn Foods Inc., Westport, CT 06880 

'iced Kingdom. 

Calories per Gram 

Fat 9 	a 	Carbohydrate 4 	o 	Protein 

*Pi 
To discover more recipes and to 

explore the whole Quorn line  visit .quorn.us 

- fungi-) and are completely meatless and 

Quorn Gruyere Chik'n Cutlets are made 
with mycoprotein ("myco" is Greek for 

soy-free. There are believed to be over 

Nutrition Facts 
Serving Size 1 Cutlet (110g) 
Servings per Container 2 

600,000 varieties of fungi in the world, 
many of which are among the most sought 

after foods like varieties of mushroom. 
truffles, and morels. For more information 
on nutritious mycoprotein check Out our 

website above. 
ingredients Mycoprotein (30%), Vegetarian 
Gruyere Cheese (Skim Milk, Whey Powder, Corn 
Starch, Salt, Cheese Culture, Enzyme, Sodium 
Dihydrogen Orthophosphate, Polyphospates), 
Breadcrumb (Wheat Flour, Yeast, Salt. Vegetable 
Mono- and Di-Glycerides, Ascorbic Acid), 
Water, Sunflower Oil. Contains 2Vo or less of Egg 
White, Potato Maltodextrin, Tapioca Starch, 
Dextrose, Yeast Extract, Natural Flavors from 
Non-meat Sources, Citric Acid, Calcium Lactate, 
Pectin, Gum Arabic, Onion Powder, Garlic 
Powder, Canola 01, Corn Oil, Firming Agents: 
Calcium Chloride, Calcium Acetate. Made with 
natural ingredients. 
Allergic Consumers. This product 
contains Egg, Milk and Wheat ingredients. 
We do not use any ingredients derived 
from genetically modified sources. 
Mycoprotein is high in protein and 
fiber. This may cause intolerance in 
some people. 	

Keep frozen. Do not refreeze once thawed. After cooking 
Gruyere Chik'n Cutlets will keep for up to 3 days in the refrigerator. 

with your questions, comments and to 	 Printed on 

;,-1 up for our e-newsletter! We'd love to hear from you! 	recyclable carton. 

Amount Per Serving 

Calories 270 Calories from Fat 140 

VoDaiiy Value* 

Total Fat 15g 	 23%  
Saturated Fat 4g 	 20%  
Trans Fat 0g 	  

Cholesterol 20mg 	 7% 
Sodium 510mg 	 21°fo  
Total Carbohydrate 239 	8%  

Dietary Fiber 3g 	 12% 
Sugars 39 

Protein lig 22% 

Vitamin  A 0% 	•  Vitamin C 0%  
Calcium 11% 	• Iron 	0% 
' Percentage Daily Values are based on a 2030 
calorie diet. Your daily values may be higher or 
lower depending on your calorie needs. 

Calories.. 2,000 
Total Fat 	Less than 65q 
Sat Fat 	Less than 20g 
Cholesterol Less than 300mg 
Sodium 	Less than 2400mg 
Total Carbohydrate 	300g 
Dietary Fiber 	25g 

2,500  
80g 
25g 

300mg 
2400mg 

375g 
30g 
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a Eagan 
l; Avenatti LLP 

August 11, 2015 

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL, RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Quorn Foods, Inc. 
c/o Its Authorized Agent, Moot? Services, Inc. 
5716 Corsa Ave, Ste. 110 
Westlake Village, CA 91362-7354 

To Whom It May Concern: 

We represent Kimberly Birbrower. Ms. Birbrower has retained our firmcalong,  with Yuld 
Carr LLP in connection with potential claims against Quern Foods, Inc. ("Quorn") for violations 
of California's Consumer Legal Remedies Act (Cal. Civ. Civil Code § 1750 et seq., the 
"CLRA"), Unfair Competition Law (Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17200, et seq., the "UCL"), and 
False Advertising Law (Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 17500 et seq., the "FAL"). 

Pursuant to Civil Code section 1782 of the CLRA this letter is to provide notice that your 
company, Q110/11 Foods, Inc. ("Quorn"), hns been and is currently violating the CLRA, UCL and 
FAL. Specifically, on the packages of Quorn products, Quorn has uniformly misrepresented and 
misleadingly stated that Quorn products: 

[A]re made with mycoprotein ("myco" is Greek for "fungi") and 
are completely meatless and soy-free. There are believed to be 
over 600,000 varieties of fungi in the world, many of which are 
among the most sought after foods like varieties of mushroom, 
truffles, end morels. 

The foregoing representation by Quorn was, at a minimum, deceptive and misleading. 
The representation, among other things suggests that Quorn products are made of (or similar to) 
a. mushroom, truffle or morel based protein. In reality, however, the product is not a variety or 
type of mushroom, truffle or morel. "Mycoprotcin" is a brand name coined by Quorn for an 
ingredient that is actually a soil mold with added vitamins and flavors. Quern's representations 
on its boxes are clearly designed to deceive consumers into believing they are purchasing a 
mushroom based product, and not a mold based product. 

520 Newport Center Drive, Suite 1400, Newport Beach CA 92660 	0 949.706.7000 EiS 949.706.7050 
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Quorn Foods, Inc. 
c/o Its Authorized Agent, Incorp Services, Inc. 
August 11, 2015 
Page 2 

For example, ow client, Ms. Birbrower, purchased Quern's "Chick'n" products in 2012 
at a Wholefoods store in California. Based on the deceptive and misleading representations on 
Quern's products, Ms. Birbrower believed she was buying a mushroom based protein, not mold. 
But for Quern's deceptive and misleading statements, Ms. Birbrower would not have purchased 
any of the Quorn products. 

The CLRA proscribes certain "unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts 
or practices undertaken by any person in a transaction intended to result or which results in the 
sale or lease of goods or services to any consumer." Colgan v. Leatherman Tool Grp., Inc.  
(2006) 135 Cal.App.4th 663, 679-80. Those include "[r]epresenting that goods or services have 
. 	characteristics, ingredients, uses, benefits, or quantities which they do not have." Cal. Civ. 
Code, § 1770(a)(5), subd. (a)(4).). Conduct That is "likely to mislead a reasonable consumer" 
violates the CLRA. Colgan 135 Ca1.App.4th at 679-80. 

. 	. 

Similarly, the test for a "fraudulent" business practice or false advertising under the UCL 
and FAL is whether the practice is one that is likely to deceive members of the public. In re 
Tobacco II Cases (2009) 46 Ca1.4th 298, 312. UCL and FAL claims may be based not only on 
representations that deceive because they are untrue, but also on "those which may be accurate 
on some level, but will nonetheless tend to mislead or deceive." Morgan v. AT & T Wireless 
Services Inc  (2009) 177 Ca1.App.4th 1235, 1255 (quoting McKell v. Washington Mut. Inc.  
(2006) 142 Cal.App.4th 1457, 1471.) "A perfectly true statement couched in such a manner that 
it is likely to mislead or deceive the consumer, such as by failure to disclose other relevant 
information, is actionable under the UCL." Id. 

Accordingly, on behalf of our client and all persons similarly situated, we demand that 
Quorn cease its unlawful activity and take the following action within 30 days of your receipt of 
this letter. 

	

1. 	For all Quorn products sold in California containing "myeoprotein," Quom 
should immediately remove from the package any statements suggesting that the 
product is a mushroom, truffle or moral. This includes, but is not limited to, 
removing the representation that "[t]here are believed to be over 600,000 varieties 
of fungi in the world, many of which are among the most sought after foods Bice 
varieties of mushroom, truffles, and lucre's." 

	

2, 	In order to correct the false advertising Quern has been disseminating for years, 
Quoin should implement corrective disclosures on the packaging of all Quom 
products containing "mycoprotein." Specifically, Quom should disclose on the 
front of the package in bold print "THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS MOLD" and 
further disclose on the package that "THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A 
MUSHROOM, TRUFFLE OR MOREL." The package should further include 
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Quorn Foods, Inc. 
do Its Authorized Agent, Incorp Services, Inc, 
August 11, 2015 
Page 3 

a statement to the effect that "Prior advertisements suggesting that 'mycoprotein.' 
is similar to a mushroom, truffle or morel were untrue and misleading." 

3. 	Quorn should implement similar corrective disclosures on its website. For 
example, Quorn should include a statement on its homepage that "TIlE 
`MYCOPROTEIN' INGREDIENT IN QUORN PRODUCTS CONTAINS 
MOLD; IT IS NOT A MUSHROOM, TRUFFLE OR MOREL. Prior 
advertisements suggesting that `mycoprotein' is similar to a mushroom, truffle or 
morel were untrue and misleading," 

Please be advised that if the foregoing actions are not taken, we have been instructed to 
file a_class action.onhchall of Ms. Birbrower and all persons_similarly_situatecLseeking„atn 
minimum: (a) injunctive relief under the UCL, FAL and CLRA consistent with the foregoing and 
(b) attorneys' fees and costs under Civil Code § 1780(c) and/or Code of Civil Procedure § 
1021.5. In any such lawsuit we also reserve the right to seek damages, restitution and/or other 
monetary relief on behalf of Ms. Pi/brewer and all persons similarly situated. We hope that 
litigation will not be necessary, 

Very truly yours, 

Scott H, Sims 
EAGAN AVENATTI, LLP 

SEIS: g 
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12 

13 

14 SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

15 LOS ANGELES COUNTY — CENTRAL DISTRICT 

16 

17 KIMBERLY BIRBROWER, an 
individual, 

CASE NO.: 	cc 6 0 8 1 0 7  

18 

19 
Plaintiff, AFFIDAVIT OF KIMBERLY 

BIRBROWER PURSUANT TO 
VS. CAL CIV. CODE SECTION 1780(d) 

20 
QUORN FOODS, INC., a Delaware 

21 Corporation, 

22 Defendant. 

23 

24 

25 
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27 

28 

AFFIDAVIT OF KIMERLY BIRBROWER 
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Kimberly 'thrower 

I, Kimberly Birbrower, hereby swear and affirm as follows: 

2 
	

I. 	1 am over 18 years old and capable of making this Declaration. I am a 

3 plaintiff in this lawsuit. The statements herein are based on my personal knowledge 

and are true and correct. If called upon to testify to their accuracy, I could and would 

do so. 

2. 	I purchased Quorn's "Chik'n" products at Whole Foods Market in Los 

7 Angeles County in 2012. 

8 

9 
	

I declare under the penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California 

ID that the foregoing is true and correct. 

11 	Executed on this 22nd day of January, 2016. 

AFFIDAVIT OF KIMERLY BIRBROWER 

4 

5 

6 

[2 

13 

14 

[5 

t6 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 
NOTICE OF CASE ASSIGNMENT —CLASS ACTION CASES 

Case Number 	  ac e  
THISFORM IS TO DESERVEDWI-CI THE SUMMONS AND COMPLAINT 

Your case is as.igued for ell ourporn to the 	" 	• d 
ASSIGNED JUDGE DEPT • *OM 

Judge Elihu M. Berle 323 
s 

1707 

Judge William F. Highberger 322 1702 

Judge John Shepard Wiley, Jr. 311 1408 

Judge Kenneth Freeman 310 1412 

Judge Jane Johnson 308 1415 

Judge Amy D. Hogue 307 1402 

OTHER 

06) 107 

Instructions for handling Class Action Civil Cases 
The following critical provisions of the Chapter Three Rules, as applicable in the Central District, are summarized for your assistance. 

APPLICATION  
The Chapter Three Rules were effective January 1, 1994. They apply to all general civil cases, 

PRIORITY OVER OTHER RULES  
The Chapter Three Rules shall have priority over all other Local Rules to the extent the others are inconsistent. 

CHALLENGE TO ASSIGNED JUDGE  
A challenge under Code of Civil Procedure section 170.6 must be made within I5 days after notice of assignment for all purposes to a 
judge, or if a party has not yet appeared, within 15 days of the first appearance. 

TIME  STANDARDS  
Cases assigned to the Individual Calendaring Court will be subject to processing under the following time standards: 

COMPLAINTS: MI complaints shall be served within 60 days of filing and proof of service shall be filed within 90 days of filing, 

CROSS-COMPLAINTS: Without leave of court first being obtained, no cross-complaint may be filed by any party after their answer is 
filed. Cross-complaints shall be served within 30 days of the fit-mg date and a proof of service filed within 60 days of the filing date. 

A Status Conference will be scheduled by the assigned Independent Calendar Judge no later than 270 days after the filing of the complaint. 
Counsel must be fully prepared to discuss the following issues: alternative dispute resolution, bifurcation, settlement, trial date, and expert 
witnesses. 

FINAL STATUS CONFERENCE 
The Court will require the parties at a status conference not more than 10 days before the trial to have timely filed and served all motions 
in limine, bifurcation motions, statements of major evidentiary issues, dispositive motions, requested jury instructions, and special jury 
instructions and special jury verdicts. These matters may be heard and resolved at this conference. At least 5 days before this conference, 
counsel must also have exchanged lists of exhibits and witnesses and have submitted to the court a brief statement of the case to be read to 
the jury panel as required by Chapter Eight of the Los Angeles Superior Court Rules. 

SANCTIONS 
The court will impose appropriate sanctions for the failure or refusal to comply with Chapter Three Rules, orders made by the Court, and 
time standards or deadlines established by the Court or by the Chapter Three Rules. Such sanctions may be on a party or if appropriate on 
counsel for the party. 

This is not a complete delineation of the Chapter Three Rules, sod adherence only to the Above provisions is therefore not a guarantee against the impel-Moe of 
sanction under Trial Caen Delay Reduction. Cerend reading sad remptiimee with the actual Chapter Rates is absolutely imperative.. 

Given to the PlaintifFCross-Complainant/Attomey of Record on  JAW  2 	20th  SHERRI R. CARTER, Executive Officer/Clerk 

LAC1V CCW 190 (Rev09/I3) 
LASC Approved 05-06 	 By 
For Optical Use 

Deputy Clerk 
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VOLUNTARY EFFICIENT LITIGATION STIPULATIONS 

The Early Organizational Meeting Stipulation, Discovery 

Resolution Stipulation, and Motions in l_hnine Stipulation are 

voluntary stipulations entered into by the parties. The parties 

may enter into one, two, or all three of the stipulatiOns; 

however, they may not alter the stipulations as written, 

because the Court wants to ensure uniformity of application. 

These stipulaticins are meant to encourage cooperation 

between the parties and to assist in resolving issues in a 

manner that promotes economic case resolution,  and judicial 

efficiency. 

The following organizations endorse the goal of 
promoting efficiency in litigation and ask that counsel ' 
consider using these stipulations as a ,voluntary way to, 
promote communications and procedures among counsel 
and with the thud to fairly resolve issues in their cases. 

*Los Angeles County Bar Association Litigation Section. 

• Los Angeles County Bar Associtigon 
Labor and Employment Law Section* 

*Consumer Attorneys Association of Los Angeles* 

*Southern California Defense Counsel* 

*Association of Business Trial Lawyers* 

*California Employment Lawyers Association* 
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Rua AIAValOOP CYO11  

TELEMIIE 140z 

"2"TAte,r0=  
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

PLAIIITT  
Ir 	 

COMMAS 

STIPULATION —EARLY ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 

A nishoOsloa 

FAX NO. tOPSaval/ 

This stipulation Is Intended to encourage cooperation among the parties at an early stage In 
the litigation end to assist the parks In efficient case restitution. 

The parties agree that 

1. The parka commit to conduct an initial confewinCe (In-person or via teleconference or via 
vIdeoconforence) within 15 days item the date tits stipulation Is signed, to disown end consider 
whether there can be agreement on the following: 

a. Are mottoes to challenge the pleadings mammary? If the issue can be resolved by 
amendment as of right. o If the Court wridd allow leave to emend, could an amended 
*pliant resolve meet oral of the Issues a demurrer might otherwise  raise? If so, the parks 
ogre, to wax through pleading Ise* so that a demurrer need any !Mae Issues they cannot 
resolve. le the Issue that the defendant make to raise amenable to resolution on demurrer, or 
work some Other type of metion be prefereble? Odd a voluntary targeted exchange of 
derannente or Information by any party cum an uncerhainty in the pleadings? 

• 
b. IOW mutual godianges of documents at the 'MK! of the ideation. (For example, in en 

employment case, the erimkgrment records, personnel fie and documents relating to the 
corduct In question could be considered 'corer In a personal Injury cam, an Incident or 
poke report, medical records, and repair or maintenance records could he considered 
skrei; 

• 
c. Exchange of names end corded Information of witnesses; 

it Any insurake agreement that may be evallehie to Baggy put or d of a judgment, or to 
indemnify or rehnbume for payments made to satisfy °judgment 

e. Exdninge of any other intimation that might be helpful to facilitate ondershinding handing, 
Or medallion of the ma in a manner that pressives objectloos or Mistiegeo by agreement 

f. Contrellim Issue! of law that, if resolved eddy, wM promote efklency and economy In other 
Phases of the case. Also. when and how Ouch Issues can be presented to the Court 

g. WilsOW or when the case ehould be scheduled with a settlement officer, what discovery or 
Court ruling on Isgal 4sues reolonably melted to mike eallailent Eseusidon; timpinig 
and wheeler the parties Wish to ose a sting judge or a private maffitiii Or other options as 

uctv mown 
gat /cams 04i1.1 STIPULATION—EARLY ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 	pm rat  
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discussed In the 'Alternative Dispute Resolution (MR) Information Package" salved with the 
Cilm0aIn4 

h. Computation of damages, including documents not privileged or protected from disclosure, on 
Which such computation Is based: 

Whethor the case Is suitable for the Expedited Jury Trial procedures (see information at 
vivn,crownioSoarto4  ander Vvir and Men wider 'Gowe) Information,. 

2. The time for a defending party to respand to a complaint or cross-complaint will be extended 
to 	• 	for the complehd, and 	 •  for the &ass- 

.. —tweerrogro 
etiMPlaint, windt is congaed of the 30 days to respond wider Government Code §88616(b), 
and the 30 days pertained by Code of Civil Procedure section ID54(a), good cause having 
been found by the CIA Supervising Judge due to the case management benefits provided by 
this Sleation. 

3. The parties will prepare a joint report Med 'Joint Status Report Pursuant to lard Conference 
and Early Organational Meeting Stipulation, and if desired, a proposed order summarizing 
results of their meet and confer and advising the Court of any way it may assist the fiartkoe 
efficient conduct or resolution or the case. The padles shall attach the Joint Status Report to 
the Case Management Conference statement, and Ne the documents when Ow CMG 
Mantua Is due. 

4. References to 'days' mean calendar days, unless othenviee noted. If the date for performing 
isny Oct pursuant to this stipulation felts on a Saturday, Sunday or Court holiday, then the time 
for performing that ad Mud be extended to the next Court Orly 

The following parties stipulate: 

Data: 

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 
Dale:  

,(ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF) 

 

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 

 

Date: 
(ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT) 

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 
Date: 

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 
Data 

I?* 
	(TYPE OR PRINT HALE) 

(ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT) 

(ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT) 

(ATTORNEY FOR 	  

 

(TYPE OR Prato Wdal 

   

 

(ATTORNEY FOR 

  

Oat 

  

(TYPE OR PRINT NAVE) 

  

 

(ATTORNEY FOR 	  

u‘CN tam 
taw Apposowl STIPULATION —EARLY ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING Reit 2d2 
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misoinwIX0100. AMINE! tinPSIVVIONOVIATTC,n 

1E38+HONE NO.: 	 FAXNO.(00bn* 

111AllMR We 

EantORESS (13010CA: 
ATICRICf MRdm* 

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA. COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

PiAINTIM 

OEPENDAM: 

STIPULATION —DISCOVERY RESOLUTION 
CAINIMAdeit 

This stipulation Is Intended to provide a fast and informal resolution of discovery issues 
through limited paperwork and en Informal conference with the Court to aid In the 
resolution of the Issues. 

The parties puree that: 

1. Pdor to the discovery mart-off h this action, no discovery motion shah  be fled or heard unless 
the moving party first makes a written request for an Income! Discovery Conference pursuant 
to the tom* of this stipulation. 

2. At the Informal Discovery Conference the Court will consider the dispute presented by parties 
and &tanning whether It can be resolved infonelly. Nothing set forth herein wits prelude a 
party from making a record at the conCtosion of an Informal PlscovOrY genferuncri. either 

	

Wally Or 	in Writing. 	• 

G. Following a reasonable and good faith attempt at an informal resolution of each issue to be 
presented, a party may request an Informal Discovery Conference pursuant_ to the following 
procedures: 

a. -The party requesting the Informal Discovery Conferencewit 

	

I. 	File a Request for Infornad Discovery Conference with the clerk's office on the 
el/proved form (copy atteChad) and deliver a courtesy, conformed 'copy to the 
seemed department  

	

IL 	Include a brief summary of the dispute and specify the relief requested; and 

	

It 	Serve the oppoging party pursuant to any authorited or agreed method of service 
that ensuW that the Opposing party receives the Request for informal Discovery 
-Conference no later then the next court day following the tiling. 

b. Any Answer to a Request for Informal Discovery Conference must 

	

1. 	Also be filed on the approved form (copy ached): 

	

L 	Include a brief summery of why the requested relief should be denied; 

uaete sem 	STIPULATION — DISCOVERY RESOLUTION usc APPOWid 	 PAP Dia 
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fl 

hi. 	Be Wed within two (2) court days of receipt of the Request and 

Iv. Be served on the opposing party pursuant to any authorized or agreed upon 
method of senders that ensures that the opposing party receives the Answer no 
later than the next court day following the filing. 

a No other, pleadings, including but not limited to exhibits, declarations, or attachments, wilt 
be accepted. 

d. It the Court has not granted or denied the Request for informal Discovery Conference 
within ten (10) days following the tiling of the Request then It shall be deemed to have 
been denied. If the Court acts on the Request, the parties will be notified whether the 
RequeM for Informal Discovery Conference has been granted or denied end, if granted, 
the date and time of the Informal Discovery Conference, which must be within twenty (20) 
days of the Ding of the Request for h:mai Oleg:ovary Conference. 

e. If the (*Inference Is not held within twenty (20) days of the filing of the Request for 
informal Discovery Conference, unless extended by egreeMent of the parties and the 
Court, then die Request for the Informal Discovery Conference shall be dewed tq have 
been denied it Met time. 

4. If (a) the Court has denied a conference or (b) one of the time deadlines above has expired 
without the Court having acted or (c) the Informal Discovery Conference is concluded without 
resolving the dispute, then a party they the a discovery motion to address unresolved 

5. The parties hereby further agree that the time for making a motion to compel or other 
discovery motion is kilted from the date of filhig of the Request for Informal Discovery 
Conference until (a) the request Is denied or deemed denied or (b) twenty (20) days after the 
filing of the Request for Informal Discovery Conference, whichever is earlier, unless extended 
by Order of the Court. 

It Is the understanding and intent of the parties Met this Mipuration ehall, for each discovery 
dispute to which It applies, constitute a writing memorializing a 	later date to which 
the litoP000dillfi tor demanding  or *waling] party and the re8Poodioll Party  have agreed in 
writing; within the moaning of Code Civil Procedure sections 2030.300(c), 2031.320(c), and 
2083290(c), 

6. Nothing herein will preclude any party from applying ex parte for appropriate relief, Including 
an order shortening time for a motion to be heard concerning dismartilY. 

7. Any party may terminate this stipulation by giving twenty-one (21) days notice of Intent to 
terminate the Stipulation. 

8. References to 'gays" maim calendar days, unless otherwise noted. If the date for performing 
any act pursuant to this stipulation falls on a Sigurd*, Sunday or Court holiday, then the time 
for performing that act shall be tudended to the next Court day. 

JAW/ 0310•4 
LA9CAppratal 001 STIPULATION — DISCOVERY RESOLUTION Pop 2e/ 3 
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Pap 3 of 3 

IAGYO Oa) 
INC AI. 	61/11 STIPULATION — DISCOVERY RESOLUTION 

OWE OR ANT NAM) 	 (ATTORNEY FOR OISFENONM 

D 

	

FOR 	 

• mpg an PIIINT HMO 	 (A 	Y FOR 

Date: 
NAM tMu.aukY FOR 	 1  

Date: 
(rePe SINT NNE) (AnCONEY 

Date: 

Date: 

Date: 

The following parties stipulate: 

Date: 

(TYPE ORPSIT IIME) 

(TYPO .PPIIT1FMIE) 

(INFEOR PlIFIT RAW) 

(AlTpRNUFOR Ptsiettl 

orCfelEY FOR Oq.ENONFT) 

NTTaNEY FOR OEM/IOW) 

rAfOLTABt 
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WM MO MOMS C• 	01% 

	

ildettlx4ENCL: 	 Filler. "co* 
femill. ADDRESS (Oplened 

ATTORNEY POP mat 

aronautausat ?"6.0031e11,9... 

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 
delnlinallet Menlo& 

PLAINTIFF: 

-INFORMAL DISCOVERY CONFERENCE 
(pMOM to the DIscovedy frescadico Slipulatlen of the parries)) 

coneluellert 

1. This document relotes to: B 	Request for Informal Discovery Conference 
Answer tp Request for Intoned Discovery Conference 

2. Deadlne for PRA to decide on Request 	• 	.  awn ems ra Sender dap Many %in or 
Regina* 

3. Deadlne for Court to held Informal DiscoveryConference: 	 derail dale 20 calenfar 
deptdadrelientalleepne. 

4. For a Reputed for Informer Discovery Conference, briefly  describe the nature of the 
discovery dispute, Including the facts and legal arguments at Issue. For an Answer to 
Regent for bdormal Discovery Conference. brieftv describe why thp Court Should deny 
the isitueeted discovery, Including the facts and legal arguments at !slue. 

°a a'1 	 INFORMAL DISCOVERY CONFERENCE 
US Appel $111 	(pursuant to the Discovery Riscaillon alipuletion of ors perdu) 
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ATIVINEY FaRytowit  

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 
COUFMICIUSLWORES.: 

PIAINTFF: 

"Weroart: 

STIPULATION AND ORDER — MOTIONS I.NAINO. 
	CU! Haat 

FAANO. (00,1FFIFF 

Thls stipulation Is Intended to provide fast and Informal resolution Of evidentiary 
issues through diligent efforts to define and discuss such kisses and limit paperwork. 

TM parties agree that: 

1. At least 	days before the final status conference, •each party will provide all other 
parties with a list containing a one paragraph explanation of each proposed motion In 
liming. Each one paragraph explanation must iderdify the substance of a single proposed 
motion In ilmine and the grounds for the proposed motion. 

2. The parties themafter will meet and confer, either In person or via teleconference or 
videoCorderence, concerning all proposed motions In gram. In that meet and confer, the 
parties will determine: 

cr. Whether the parties can stipulate to any of the proposed motions. If Ma parties so 
stipulate, they may Ne a stipulation and proposed order with the Court. 

b. Whether any of the proposed motions can be briefed and submitted by means of a 
short Joint statement of issues. For each motion which can be addressed by a short 
Joint statement of issues, a short joint statement of Mops must be Med with the Court 
10 days prior to the final status conference. Each side's portion of the short Joint 
statement of Mum may not exceed three pages. The parties will meet and confer to 
agree on a date end manner for exchanging the parties' respective poilIons of the 
short joint itatement of Issues end the process for Ming the short joint statement of 
Issues. 

3. Ali proposed motions In Unarm IMO are not either the subject of a stipulation or briefed via 
a short Joint statement of issues will be briefed and Wed In accordance with the California 
Rules of Court and the Los AngeleiSuperlor Court Rules. 

mow 
p ant STIPULATION AND ORDER—MOTIONS MI LUAINE Pep 1 d2 
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aciamm 1,241111ayllet 

(TYPE OR PONT NAME) (ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF) 

Date: 
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 	 (ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT) 

Data: 
(TYPE ORRRINT NAME) 

Data: 

• ••(TYPE OR PRINT NAME) 
Date; 

(ATTORNEY FOR OEFENOANT) 

(TYPE OR PPM!' NAME) 	 (ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT) 

Date: 

EtYPE OR PRINT NAME) 
Date: 

(Ai tuwatY FOR 

(ATTORNEY FOR 	  

(TYPE OR PRENT NAME) 	 (ATTORNEY FOR 	  

THE COURT SO ORDERS. 

Date: 	  
JUDICIAL OFFICER 

Jammu:No 	STIPULATION AND ORDER - MOTIONS IN LIME (=Appeal ant 	 Pop 202 

i7"1  following Parties sUpUlate: 

Date: 
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best describes this case: 
Provisionally Complex Civil Litigation 
(Cal, Rules of Court, ruin 3.400-3.403) 

Antitrust/Trade regulation (031 

	 Construction defect (ID) 
1 	 1 Mass tort OW 
17._] Securities litigation (2e.) 

Environmental/Toxic lort (20) 

1 	I  rnsurarce coverage claims arising froM the 
above listed provisionally complex case 
types (41) 

Enforcement of Judgment 

n 	 or iTTtlgmern (20) 

Miscellaneous Civil Complaint 

r 	 I RICO (27) 
Ell other conform (nor specified (beve)(42) 

Miscellaneous Civil Petition 
	 Partnership and enrolate governance (211 

I Other petition Met specified chava)(43) 

r 	• Elmach of contracthverfanty ()13) 
T 
I 	link 3 790 collections ran 

[7.; Other collections (09) 
	 insurance coverage (18) 
 	Oilier contract ('Jr) 
Real Property 
r  	Eminent domain/Inverse 

condemnation (14) 
	 falrionglin eviction (33) 

(..„ 	Other real property 126) 
Unlawful Detainer 
   Conimemial (31) 

I Rasklenlial (az 

bi Drugs (39) 
Judicial Review 
	I Ascot forfeiture (95) 

I petition re: arbitration award (1 

1-1  Writ of mandate (02) 

TV OP ATTORNEY KIR PM:?) IC 	t P 

A-T.70E141Y Of l ',ARTY V1 TICTJF ATIORNLY (Name. Slab Ilaroitm141; and addres31: 
-Jason M. Frosk,SBN 190957 

EAGAN AVENATTI LLP 
520 Newport Center Drive, Suite 1400 
Newport Beach, CA 92660 

'TELEPHONE NO 949-706-7000 	 rive NO. 949-706-7050 
Tp-(RNFMR TT.wia) Plaintiff Kimberly Birbrower 

FUR COURT USE 

00191FOnmga, en  
0010INAL - -- -Pit' stein( Court FILUD navy  of 	of Catitornfa 

R. Carter,iA 	

live
annoies 
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CIVIL CASE COVER SHEET 	 Complex Case Designation 
171 Unlimited 	F-1 Limited 

s N 

RCI 0 8 1 0 7 I Counter 	 Ei Joinder (Amount 	 (Amount 	1 
demanded 	demanded is 	i 	Filed with first appearance by defendant 
exceeds $25.000) 	325,000 or less)l 	(Cal. Rules of Court, rule 3.402) 

ATOM 

OrP/T 

1-6 below must be completed (see insWctions on page 2). 
1. Check one box below for the case type that 

Auto Tort 
L_J 	UIGI (22) 

	 U1)InSUOld morowist (40) 

r Plf1101WD (Porsonal InjurywroportY 
namagaiwrangful Dean) Tort 

L_ 	Asbestos (04) 
LI_  Product tawny (24) 
1 	 Medical maloraolice (41.) 
I 	  Other P1,190/WD (23) 
Non.POPOMD (Other) Tort 
r 	  Ettniinnss tort/unfair businnos practice (a) 
! 	cm rights (ON) 

I nefarnion (13) 
L-7. Freud (15) 

Inlerectuai property (10) 
L_J FrOfousionel negligence (25) 
Li Mot con-Plaaufv40 lett (93) 
Employment 

Wrongful toimination (36) 
Older employment (15) 	 1 • 1 Other judicial review (39)  

2. This case I  r  is 	1 1 is not 	complex under rule 3.400 of the California Rules or Court. If the case s complex, mark the 
factors requiring exceptional iudial management: 

a. L.1 Large number of separately represented parties 

b. I ✓ I  Extensive motion practice rasing difficult or novel 

FY 

d L.L.) Lame number of:witnesses 

e. 	Coordination with related acilons pending In one or more courts 
issues that will be time-consuming to resolve   in other counties, states, or countries, DT in a federal court 

c. I v  Substantial amount of documentary evidence 	f 1 	 1 Substantial postjudgment judicial supervision 

3. Reined es sought (check all thal apply): a.1 14 I  monetary b.i ✓ l nonmonetary; declaratory or injunctive relief 	c. R 1punitive 
4. Hunter of causes of action (specify): Four (4) 
5. This case [(- is 	1 	is not 	a Gins& action suit. 
6 	If there are any known Mated cases, file and serve a notice of related case. remay use tat 	v1-01 r 

Date' January 22, 2015 
Jason M, Frank 

NOTICE 
frir  • Plaintiff must file this cover sheet watt the fist paper tiled in the action or pi ceding (except small claims cases or cases Ned 

under the Probate Code, Family Code. or Welfare and Institutions Code). (Cal. Rules of Court, rule 3.221) Failure to tile may result 
in sanctions. 

• File this coffer sheet C addition to aay cove( sheet required by local court rule. 
• If Ins case is complex underrule 3400 et seq. of the California Rules of Court, you must serve a copy of this cover sheaf on all 

other parties to the action or proceeding, 
• Unless this is a collections case under role 3.740 or a complex case, this cover sheet will be used for statistical plifpOsoS 
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INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO COMPLETE THE COVER SHEET 	
CM O10 

To Plaintiffs and Others Filing First Papers. If you are filing a first paper (for example, a complaint) in a civil case, you must 
complete and file, along with your first paper, the Civil Case Cover Sheet contained on page 1. This information will be used to compile 
statistics about the types and numbers of cases filed. You must complete items 1 through Bon the sheet. In item 1, you must check 
one box for the case type that best describes the case. If the case fits both a general and a more specific type of case listed in item 1, 
check the more specific one. if the case has multiple causes of action, check the box that best indicates the primary cause of action. 
To assist you in completing the sheet, examples of the cases that belong under each case type in Item 1 are provided below. A cover 
sheet must be filed only with your Initial paper. Failure to file a cover sheet with the first paper filed in a civil case may subject a party, 
its counsel, or both to sanctions under rules 2.30 and a 220 of the California Rules of Court. 
To Parties in Rule 3.740 Collections Cases. A "collections case" under rule 3.740 is defined as an action for recovery of money 
owed in a sum stated to be certain that is not more than $25,000, exclusive of interest and attorney's fees, arising from a transaction in 
which property, services, or money was acquired on credit. A collections case does not include an action seeking the following: (1) tort 
damages, (2) punitive damages, (3) recovery of real property, (4) recovery of personal property, or (5) a prejudgment writ of 
attachment. The identification of a case as a rule 3.740 collections case on this form means that it will be exempt from the general 
time-for-service requirements and case management rules, unless a defendant files a responsive pleading. A rule 3.740 collections 
case will be subject to the requirements for service and obtaining a judgment in rule 3.740. 
To Parties In Complex Cases. In complex cases only, parties must also use the Civil Case Cover Sheet to designate whether the 
case is complex. If a plaintiff believes the case is complex under rule 3.400 of the California Rules of Court, this must be indicated by 
completing the appropriate boxes in items 1 and 2. If a plaintiff designates a case as complex, the cover sheet must be served with the 
complaint on all parties to the action. A defendant may file and serve no later than the time of its first appearance a joinder in the 
plaintiffs designation, a counter-designation that the case is not complex, or, If the plaintiff has made no designation, a designation that 
the case is complex. CASE TYPES AND EXAMPLES 
Auto Tort 

Auto (22)-Personal Injury/Properhl 
Damage/Wrongful Death 

Uninsured Motorist (40) (if the 
case involves an uninsured 
motorist claim subject to 
araratloa check this item 
instead of Auto) 

Other PliloOlVVI3 (Personal Injury/ 
Property Damage/Wrongful Death) 
Tort 

Asbestos (04) 
Asbestos Property Damage 
Asbestos Personal Injury! 

Wrongful Death 
Product Liability (not asbestos or 

toxic/environmental) (24) 
Medical Malpractice (45) 

Medical Ma katiclice- 
physicians & Surgeons 

Other Professional Health Care 
Malpractice 

Other PI/PD/WD (23) 
Premises Liability (mg., slip 

and tall) 
Intentional Bodily Injury/PDAND 

(e.g., assault, vandalism) 
Intentional Infliction of 

Emotional Distress 
Negligent Infliction of 

Emotional Distress 
Other ROPONVD 

Non-PI/PO/CM (Other) Tort 
Business Tort/Unfair Business 

Practice (07) 
Civil Rights (e.g., discrimination. 

false arrest) (not civil 
harassment) (08) 

Defamation (e.g., slandeA libel) 
(13) 

Fraud (16) 
Intellectual Property (19) 
Professional Negligence (25) 

Legal Malpractice 
Other Professional Malpractice 

(not medical or legal) 
Other Non-PUPDM/D Tort (35) 

Employment 
Wrongful Termination (36) 
Other Employment (15) 

mime atm fah non  

Contract 
Breach of CenirachWarranty (06) 

Breach of Rental/Lease 
Contract (not unlawful detainer 

or wrongful eviction) 
Contract/Warranty Breach-Seller 

Plaintiff (not fraud ornegllgence) 
Negligent Breach or Contract/ 

Warranty 
Other Breach of ContracRWamanly 

Collections (e.g., money owed, open 
book accounts) (09) 
Collection Case-Seller Plaintiff 
Other Promissory Note/Collections 

Case 
Insurance Coverage (not pmvisienallY 

complex) (18) 
Auto Subrogation 
Other Coverage 

Other Contract (37) 
Contractual Fraud 
Other Contract Dispute 

Real Property 
Eminent Domain/Inverse 

Condemnation (14) 
Wrongful Eviction (33) 
Other Real Properly (e.g., quiet title) (26) 

Writ of Possession of Real Property 
Mortgage Foreclosure 
Quiet Title 
Other Real Property Mot eminent 
domain, landlord/lenan( or 
foreclosure) 

Unlawful Detainer 
Commercial (31) 
Residential (32) 
Drugs (38) (if the case involves illegal 

drugs, check this item; otherwise, 
repog as Commercial or Residential) 

Judicial Review 
Asset Forfeiture (05) 
Petition Re: Arbltragon Award (11) 
Writ of Mandate (02) 

Writ-Administrative Mandamus 
Writ-Mandamus on Limited Court 

Case Mager 
Writ-Oilier Limited Court Case 

Review 
Other Judicial Review (30) 

Review of Health Officer Order 
Notice of Appeal-Labor 

Commissioner Appeals  

CIVIL CASE COVER SHEET 

Provisionally Complex civil Litigation  (Cal. 
Rules of Court Rules 3.400-3403) 

Antitrust/Trade Regulation (03) 
Construction Defect (10) 
Claims Involving Mass Tort (40) 
Securities Litigation (28) 
Environmental/Toxic Tort (30) 
Insurance Coverage Claims 

(arising from provisionally complex 
case type listed above)(41) 

Enforcement at Judgment 
Enforcement of Judgment (20) 

Abstract of Judgment (Out of 
County) 

Confession of Judgment (non- 
domes& relations) 

Sister Slate Judgment 
Administrative Agency Award 

(not unpaid taxes) 
nottionfeertlfleation of Entry of 

Judgment on Unpaid Taxes 
Other Enforcement of Judgment 

Ce 
Miscellaneous Civil Complaint 

RICO (27) 
Other

bove  
Complaint

) (42) 
 (not specified 

a  
Declaratory Relief Only 
Injunctive Relief Only  (non- 

harassment) 
Mechanics Lien 
Other Commercial Complaint 

Case 010/1-IONnen-COMPIEW 
Other CivtI Complaint 

(non-tort/noncomplex) 
Miscellaneous civil Petition 

Partnership and Corporate 
Governance (21) 

Other Petition (not specified 
above) (43) 
Civil Harassment 
Workplace Violence 
Elder/Dependent Adult 

Abuse 
Election Contest 
Petition for Name Change 
Petition for Relief From Late 

Claim 
Other Civil Petition 
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CIVIL CASE COVER SHEET ADDENDUM AND 
STATEMENT OF LOCATION 

(CERTIFICATE OF GROUNDS FOR ASSIGNMENT TO COURTHOUSE LOCATION) 

This form is required pursuant to Local Rule 2.3 in all new civil case filings in the Los Angeles Superior Court,-1 

Item I. Check the types of hearing and fill in the estimated length of hearing expected for this case: 

JURY TRIAL? YES 	CLASS ACTIONVYES LIMITED CASE? YES TIME E51IMATEDFOR TRIAL  B 	 LIOMRS/i/DAYS 

Item II. Indicate the correct district and courthouse location (4 steps—If you checked "Limited Case', skip to Item III, Pg. 4): 

Step 1: After first completing the Civil Case Cover Sheet form, find the main Civil Case Cover Sheet heading for your 
case in the left margin below, and, to the right in Column A, the Civil Case Cover Sheet case type you selected. 

Step 2: Check one  Superior Court type of action in Column B below which best describes the nature of this case. 

Step 3: In Column Q circle the reason for the court location choice that applies to the type of action you have 
checked. For any exception to the court location, see Local Rule 2.3. 

Applicable Reasons for Choosing Courthouse Location (see Column C below) 

1. Class actions must be filed in ;he Stanley Musk Courthocse, central &stria 
2. May be filed a central (other county, or no bodily injury/property damage). 
1. Location tenere cause f action arose, 
4. location Misr bodily 	death or damage occurred. 
5. location where performance required or dotendant wades. 

0. Location or property ur permanently garaged attilide. 
7. Location where petitioner resides 
S. Location were deespondent (uncnoris wholly. 
9 Location more 	or more (9 me purges resiue. 

10. Location of Labor Commissioner Ot gee 
11. mandatory Filing Location (Hub Case) 

Step 4: Fill in the information equested on page 4 in Item II l; complete gem IV. Sign the declaration. 

A 	. 
. . Civil Case Cover Shoot 

Category No. 
Type &Action .. - -- 	 - 

.-.. (Check only one) 

- 
	

C Appanage: t-, 
Reasons eSee.Stdp 3 

Auto (22) U 	A7100 Motor Vehicle - Personal Injury/Property DarnageiVikonglul Death 

Uninsured Molodst (46) 0 	A7110 Personup Injur//Propeity Damage/Wrongful Death —Uninsured Motorist 1„ 2,4. 

Asbestos (04) 
0 A007O Aaboslos Ft °petty Damage 

U 	A7221 	Asbestos. Personal Injury/Wrongful Dealli 

2. 

2. 

Product liability (24) LI 	A72E0 	Product LintAity (nof asbestos or toxic/environmental) 

Medical Mal 	ice (45) 
0 	A7210 Medical Malpractice 	rhystians &Surgeons 

0 	P7240 Oilier PeOfeW3Inal Health Cam Malpractice 

1_4 

Other Personal 
injury FropertY 

DeinageMironpft.1 
Death (23) 

0 	A7250 	Ecem.see Liability (e g.. sip end fell) 

0 	A7230 	Intentional Bodily laluntlinroptely Damage/Menet' Death (e.g.. 
assault, vandalise', etc.) 

li 	A7270 	Intentional Infliction of Etnetiohei Distress 

LJ 	A7220 Omer FofSOilai InitifylProperly Damage/Wrongful Death 
1., 4 . 

LACA1109 (Rev :515) 
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Local Rule 23 
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SHORT TITLE: 
BlrbrOWer v. QUOIT Foods, Inc., et al. 

CASE. NUMBER 

  

A ' 
CIO Case Cover Sheet 

Category No. 

B 	- 
Type of Action 

 (Check only one) 

C Applicable 
Reasons - See Step 3 

 Above 

Business Tort (07) 0 A6029 Other Commercial/Business Tort (not fraud/broach of contract) 1„ 3. 

Clvil Rights (OS) 0 A6005 	Civil Rights/Olscrimlnallon 

Defamation (13) 0 A6010 	Defamation (slander/libel) 

Fraud (16) 0 A6013 	Fraud (no contract) /92.3. 

Professlonal Negligence (25) 
O 

0 

A6017 Legal Malpractice 

A6050 Other Professional Malpractice (not medical or legal) 

Other (35) 0 A6025 Other Non-Personal Injury/Property Damage tort 

Wrongful Termination (36) 0 A6037 Wrongful Termination 

Other Employment (15) 
0 

0 

A6024 Other Employment Complaint Case 

A6109 Labor Commissioner Appeals 10. 

Breach of Contract! Warranty 
(0g) 

(not insurance) 

0 

El 

0 

o 

A6004 Breach of Rental/Lease Contract (not unlawful detainer or wrongful 
eviction) 

A6008 ContracWVarranty Breach -Seller Plaintiff (no fraud/negligence) 

A6019 Negligent Breach of Contract/Warranty (no fraud) 

A6020 Other Breach of ContractNVeranty (nolfraud or negligence) 

2„ 5. 

Collections (09) 
O 

LJ 

0 

A8002 	Collections Case-Seller Plaintiff 

A6012 Other Promissory Note/Collecgons Case 

A6034 Collections Case-Purchased Debt (Charged Off Consumer Debt 
Purchased on or after January 1, 2014) 

2,, 5, 6, 

2., 5, 11 

5, 6, 11 

11 

Insurance Coverage (18) 0 A6015 Insurance Coverage (not complex) 

Other Contract (37) 

0 

0 

0 

A6009 Contractual Fraud 

A6031 Tedious Interference 

A6027 	Other Contract Dispule(not breachfinsurancettraud/negligence) 

Eminent Domain/Inverse 
Condemnation (14) 

ID  A7300 Eminent Domain/condemnation 	Number of parcels 2. 

Wrongful Eviction (33) 0 A6023 Wrongful Eviction Case 

Other Real Property (26) 

0 

0 

0 

A6018 Mortgage Foreclosure 

A6032 Quiet Title 

A6060 Other Real Property (not eminent  eminentdomain, Iandlordflenanp foreclosure) 2., B. 

Unlawful Detainer-Commercial 
(31)  

C.1 A6021 	Unlawful Detainer-Commerci 	ot drugs or wrongful eviction) 

Unlawful Detainer-Resldential 
(32)  

0 A6020 	Unlawful Detainer-Residentlal (not drugs or wrongful eviction) 2, 6. 

Unlawful Detainer- 
Post-Foreclosure (34) 0 A5020FUnlawful Detalner-Post-Foreclosure 2., O. 

Unlawful Oetainer-Orugs (36) Cr A6022 Unlawful Detainer-Drugs 

LACIV 109 (Rev 3415) 

LASC Approved 03-04 

CIVIL CASE COVER SHEET ADDENDUM 
AND STATEMENT OF LOCATION 

Local Rule 2.3 
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A 
Civil Case Cover Sheet 

CategorY No, 

B 
' Type of Aclen • 
(Check only one) 

C Applicable 
Reasons.- See Step 3 

Above 

Asset Forfeiture (05) 0 	A6108 Asset Forfeiture Case 2., 6. 

Petition re Arbitration (II) D 	A6115 	Petition to Compet(ConfirmNacale Arbitration 

Writ of Mandate (02) 

0 	A6151 Writ- Administrative Mandamus 

0 	A6152 Writ- Mandamus on Limited Court CaseMatter 

0 	A6153 Writ- Other Limited Court Case Review 

2. 

2. 

Other Judicial Review (39) 0 	A6150 Othor Writ (Judicial Review 

Arititrust(Trade Regulation (03) 0 	A6003 Antitrust/Trade Regulation 

Construction Defect (10) 0 	A6007 Construction Defect 

Claims Involving Mass Tort.  
(40) 

D 	A6006 	Claims Involving Mass Tort 

Securities Litigation (28) 0 	A6035 	Securities Litigation Cass 

Toxic Tod 0 
Environmental (30) 

A6036 Toxic Tort/Environmental 

Insurance Coverage Claims 
from Complex Casa (41) 

II 	A6014 	Insurance Coverage/Subrogation (complex case only) 

Enforcement 
ofJudgment (20) 

0 	A6141 	Sister State Judgment 

C 	A6160 Abstract of Judgment 

A6167 Confession of Judgment (non-domestic relations) 
 0 

LI 	A6140 Administrative Agency Award (not unpaid taxes) 

IA 	A6114 	PetitIon(Certificate for Entry of Judgment on Unpaid Tax 

0 	A6112 Other Enfoicemenl of Judgment Case 

2., 8. 

2., 8. 

RICO (27) 0 	A6033 Racketeering (RICO) Case 1., 2., 8. 

Other Complaints 
(Not Specified Above) (42) 

0 	A6030 Declaratory Relief Only 

D 	A6040 	Injunctive Relief only (not domestic/harassment) 

El 	A6011 	Other Commercial Complaint Case (non-tort/non-complex) 

0 	A6000 Other Civil Complaint (non-toil/non-complex) 

Partnership Corporation 
Governance (21) 

0 	A6113 Partnership and Corporate Governance Case 2., 8. 

Other Petitions (Not 
Specified Above) (43) 

D 	A6121 	Civil Harassment 

0 	A6123 Workplace Harassment 

0 	A6124 Elder/Dependent Adult Abuse Case 

0 	A6190 Election Contest 

0 	A6110 Petition for Change of Name 

LI 	A6170 	Petition for Relief from Late Claim Law 

ID 	A6100 	Other Civil Petition 

2., 3., 9. 

2. 

2., 9. 

JACO 109 (Rev 3/15) 
	 CIVIL CASE COVER SHEET ADDENDUM 

	
Local Rule 2.3 

IPSO Approved 03-04 
	 AND STATEMENT OF LOCATION 
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en URE OF ATTORNEY 	'AV 

SHORT TITLE 
Birbrower v. Quorn Foods, Inc., et al. 

CASE UMBER 

  

Item III. Statement of Location: Enter the address of the accident, party's residence or place of business, performance, or other 
circumstance Indicated in Item II., Step 3 on Page 1, as the proper reason for filing in the court location you selected. 

ADDRESS: 
REASON: Check the appropriate boxes for the numbers shown 
under Column C for the type of action that you have selected for 
this case. 

1.02.0 3.0 4.IJ 5.06.E17. L.1 8.11 9. L110.011. 

CITY'. 	 STATE: 	/IP COOS: 

Los Angeles 	 CA 

Item IV. Declaration of Assignment declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true 

and correct and that the above-entitled matter Is properly filed for assignment to the Complex Mil West  courthouse in the 

Central 	 District of the Superior Court of California, County of Los Angeles [Code Civ. Proc., § 392 et seq., and Local 

Rule 2.3, subd.(a). 

Dated:  January 22, 2015 

PLEASE HAVE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS COMPLETED AND READY TO BE FILED IN ORDER TO PROPERLY 
COMMENCE YOUR NEW COURT CASE: 

1. Original Complaint or Petition, 

2. if filing a Complaint, a completed Summons form for issuance by the Clerk. 

3. Civil Case Cover Sheet, Judicial Council tom) CM-010. 

4. Civil Case Cover Sheet Addendum and Statement of Location form, LACIV 109, LASC Approved 03-04 (Rev. 
03/15). 

5, 	Payment in full of the filing fee, unless fees have been waived, 

6. A signed order appointing the Guardian ad Litem, Judicial Council form CIV-010, if the plaintiff or petitioner is a 
minor under 18 years of age will be required by Court in order to issue a summons. 

7. Additional copies of documents to be conformed by the Clerk. Copies of the cover sheet and this addendum 
must be served along with the summons and complaint, or other initiating pleading in the case. 

tACIV 109 (Rev 3/15) 

LASC Approved 03-04 

CIVIL CASE COVER SHEET ADDENDUM 

AND STATEMENT OF LOCATION 

Local Rule 2.3 
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